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Abstract
With the rapid advances in process technologies, the performance of state-of-the-art integrated
circuits is improving steadily. The drive for higher performance is accompanied with increased
emphasis on meeting timing constraints not only at the design phase but during device operation
as well. Fortunately, technology advancements allow for even more precise control of the timing
of digital signals, an advantage which can be used to provide solutions that can address some of
the emerging timing issues. In this thesis, circuit and architectural techniques for the precise tim-
ing of digital signals are explored. These techniques are demonstrated in applications addressing
timing issues in modern digital systems.
A methodology for slow-speed timing characterization of high-speed pipelined datapaths is
proposed. The technique uses a clock-timing circuit to create shifted versions of a slow-speed
clock. These clocks control the data flow in the pipeline in the test mode. Test results show that
the design provides an average timing resolution of 52.9ps in 0.18µm CMOS technology. Results
also demonstrate the ability of the technique to track the performance of high-speed pipelines at
a reduced clock frequency and to test the clock-timing circuit itself.
In order to achieve higher resolutions than that of an inverter/buffer stage, a differential
(vernier) delay line is commonly used. To allow for the design of differential delay lines with
programmable delays, a digitally-controlled delay-element is proposed. The delay element is
monotonic and achieves a high degree of transfer characteristics’ (digital code vs. delay) linear-
ity. Using the proposed delay element, a sub-1ps resolution is demonstrated experimentally in
0.18µm CMOS.
The proposed delay element with a fixed delay step of 2ps is used to design a high-precision
all-digital phase aligner. High-precision phase alignment has many applications in modern digital
systems such as high-speed memory controllers, clock-deskew buffers, and delay and phase-
locked loops. The design is based on a differential delay line and a variation tolerant phase
iii
detector using redundancy. Experimental results show that the phase aligner’s range is from
-264ps to +247ps which corresponds to an average delay step of approximately 2.43ps. For
various input phase difference values, test results show that the difference is reduced to less than
2ps at the output of the phase aligner.
On-chip time measurement is another application that requires precise timing. It has appli-
cations in modern automatic test equipment and on-chip characterization of jitter and skew. In
order to achieve small conversion time, a flash time-to-digital converter is proposed. Mismatch
between the various delay comparators limits the time measurement precision. This is demon-
strated through an experiment in which a 6-bit, 2.5ps resolution flash time-to-digital converter
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Over the past 40 years, scaling of CMOS devices allowed for a steady improvement in perfor-
mance and increase in the number of transistors integrated on the same die. High-speed mi-
croprocessors operating at multi-gigahertz are the norm of our time. Recently, a 9GHz integer
execution unit in 65nm CMOS technology was reported [2]. The success of the CMOS pro-
cesses in improving performance and increasing the level of integration compels manufacturers
of high-volume devices to constantly adopt the new “digital” CMOS processes as soon as they
are introduced.
The drive for higher performance is accompanied with increased emphasis on meeting timing
constraints both at design time and during actual device operation. Timing uncertainties due to
random variations and fabrication defects require additional design effort for testing and mitiga-
tion. This is becoming even more important with the increased delay variability due to process
parameters, voltage, and temperature variations in modern deep-submicron technologies [1].
Fortunately, the advances in the performance of CMOS devices allow for the development
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of circuit and architectural techniques that can provide precise control of the timing of digital
signals. Such techniques can be used to address and to provide solutions to some of the emerging
timing issues, either on the design front or on the characterization and testing fronts.
1.2 Goals and Contributions
The goals of the work presented in this thesis are to propose circuit and architectural techniques
that can be used to achieve precise control of the timing of digital signals. These techniques need
to be demonstrated through applications in timing characterization and control for high-speed
state-of-the-art digital systems.
The key contributions of this thesis can be summarized in the following.
1. Proposed a methodology for slow-speed timing characterization of high-speed pipelined
datapaths. The methodology uses a clock timing circuit to adjust the phases of the pipeline
clocks in the test mode. An implementation of the clock timing circuit that achieves a
timing resolution of 52.9ps in 0.18µm CMOS technology is presented. The proposed im-
plementation allows for the testing of the clock timing circuit itself. The basic methodol-
ogy and the performance and feasibility of the specific implementation have been verified
experimentally.
2. Presented a comprehensive review of circuit techniques for implementing digitally-controlled
delay-elements (DCDEs). A DCDE is used as the basic building block in many techniques
that require precise timing of digital signals.
3. Proposed a DCDE design that has a monotonic and linear code-delay characteristics. The
proposed DCDE maintains its linearity with process, temperature, and supply voltage
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(PVT) variations. It also has other features that are considered desirable in many appli-
cation such as possibility of achieving infinitesimally small delay steps and independently
adjusting the delays of rising and falling inputs. Detailed analysis of the DCDE design
tradeoffs has been presented. Two variations of the DCDE have been implemented on a
test chip. Experimental results verify the linearity of the DCDE characteristics and the
possibility of achieving infinitesimally (sub-1ps) small delay steps.
4. Proposed a design technique for achieving PVT tolerance in phase detectors using re-
dundancy. The technique has been used to design an array phase detector (APD) with
redundancy based on a basic phase detector (PD) structure.
5. Implemented an all-digital phase-aligner (ADPA) using the proposed DCDE with 2ps nom-
inal resolution and an APD. The ADPA is designed for clock deskewing as the target appli-
cation. The measured phase alignment range is from -264ps to +247ps which corresponds
to an average DCDE step of 2.43ps. Phase alignment results demonstrate the effectiveness
of the ADPA in achieving sub-2ps precision phase alignment.
6. Proposed a true flash architecture for implementing high-speed time-to-digital converters
(TDCs) for real-time on-chip time measurement. The design uses the proposed DCDE
with a delay step of 2.5ps. The architecture uses a self-timed approach for generating the
internal clock used by the converter. Using this architecture, a conversion rate of 1.25GSa/s
has been demonstrated experimentally in 0.18µm CMOS technology.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Following this introduction, the thesis has five chapters. Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 are dedicated
to presenting the circuit and architectural techniques proposed by this work. Each of these four
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chapter starts with a review of relevant background and previous work on the topic presented in
the chapter and ends with a set of relevant references.
Chapter 2 presents a clock timing technique for slow-speed timing characterization of high
speed pipelined datapaths. Design details of the clock timing circuit are presented. The viabil-
ity of the proposed methodology is verified by performing delay fault simulations on a 16-bit
pipelined multiplier. The chapter ends with presenting chip implementation details and experi-
mental results.
Chapter 3 starts by reviewing DCDE application areas and previous implementations. The
proposed DCDE implementation is then presented, along with detailed design methodology.
The chapter ends with simulation as well as experimental results demonstrating the linearity and
precision of the delay step obtainable using the proposed DCDE.
In chapter 4, a high-precision all-digital phase aligner design that uses the proposed DCDE
and a PVT tolerant phase detector is presented. PVT tolerance is achieved using redundancy in
the phase detector followed by majority voting. Simulation results are presented, followed by
experimental results.
A TDC architecture based on the flash architecture used for analog-to-digital (ADC) convert-
ers is proposed in chapter 5. The chapter presents details of the proposed implementation and
chip design followed by experimental results.
The thesis ends with a concluding chapter followed by a comprehensive bibliography of all
references cited throughout the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Slow-Speed Timing Characterization and
Testing of High-Speed Pipelined Datapaths
2.1 Introduction
Modern microprocessor and digital signal processor designs rely on high-speed pipelined data-
paths to achieve performance goals. With the rapid advances in process technologies, the com-
plexity of start-of-the-art integrated circuits is increasing steadily. Moreover, the drive for higher
performance requires greater emphasis on cost-effective performance characterization and delay-
fault testing. The purpose of testing a VLSI device is to ensure, with reasonable confidence, that
the device functions according to the design specifications. This testing must be achievable
within certain economic constraints to keep the cost per device as low as possible.
Fundamentally, there are two ways in which a VLSI device can fail. It can fail parametrically
in that the technology dependent electrical parameters such as voltage, current, capacitance,
speed, or gain are out of the specifications. Or, it can fail functionally such that the device,
independent of its electrical characteristics, performs an incorrect logic function. The objective
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of most functional and parametric test techniques is to detect chips that are not working according
to design specifications. If an IC passes both functional and parametric tests, it is assumed to be
functional.
However, some of the “functional” ICs may be in fact marginal ICs. Marginal ICs contain
flaws; defects in a chip that do not cause failures at normal operating conditions but degrade
chip performance, reduce noise immunity, or draw excess supply current [2, 4]. Marginal ICs
cause problems with reliability and must be detected before they are shipped. These chips can
cause intermittent failures in the sense that even if they may pass production tests, they can fail
to work in the field at different operating conditions. They may cause problems if the supply
voltage changes during operation due to IR drops or simultaneous switching noise. If these chips
are used for low-power applications, and if the defect inside the chip is causing abnormal static
current flow, this may have serious consequences. The excess static current can cause early-life
failures and accelerated chip wearout.
The most noticeable effects of marginal ICs on chip performance are timing failures in the
form of delay flaws. Timing failures occur when the delay of the manufactured component is
different from the designed delay. If the timing failure is such that the circuit fails to work at the
designed speed but continues to be functional at a lower speed, it is called a delay fault. On the
other hand, a circuit has a delay flaw (non-operational delay failure) if there is a timing failure
but the circuit continues to work at the designed speed [3].
There are many test techniques that can be used for detecting marginal ICs. The common
procedure in most of these techniques is to change the operating environment so as to provoke
the flaws within the chip. A review of such techniques was presented in [4].
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2.2 Review of Techniques for Testing High-Speed Circuits Us-
ing Slow-Testers
Following Moore’s Law for the past three decades, the silicon die cost of integrated circuits has
decreased as the number of transistors per die has continued to increase. In contrast, during
the same period, the cost of testing integrated circuits in high-volume manufacturing has been
steadily increasing. It is predicted that the cost of testing transistors may actually surpass the
cost of fabricating them within the next one or two decades [8]. As ICs become more highly
integrated, the job of diagnosing failures becomes increasingly difficult. Marching into the deep
submicron regime poses many challenges to the testing problem. With smaller geometries, higher
speeds, and increased interconnects, it is more likely to have an increase in the tendency for small
imperfections in the fabrication process to result in actual failures. That is why it is necessary to
use advanced test techniques that enable the testing process to cope with advances in semicon-
ductor technology.
Using DFT/BIST techniques that allow testing high-performance circuits with slow-speed
testers is one way to tackle the problem of high-performance circuit testing. The creation of a
low frequency test mode in digital circuits was first introduced by Agrawal and Chakraborty [1].
In their proposal, a quantifiable, externally controlled delay is added such that high-performance
testing can be carried out with relatively slow-speed testers. They used a pulse-triggered flip-
flop in which a dynamic latch is introduced inside a traditional master-slave flip-flop as shown
in Figure 2.1. The resulting three-latch structure has two modes of operation; normal mode and
test mode. In normal mode, the intermediate latch must hold data for most of the clock period
while the other two latches remain transparent. In test mode, flip-flop delay can be modulated by
changing clock’s pulse width. This allows for testing combinational logic and interconnects for
delay faults with a lower clock frequency. Although the concept of adding delay in test mode is































































































Figure 2.1: Pulse-triggered flip-flop [1].
elegant, this implementation has some important shortcomings as the dynamic latch makes the
flip-flop operation sensitive and timing critical.
Shashaani and Sachdev proposed the controlled delay flip-flop (CDFF) as an alternative to
the pulse-triggered flip-flop [9]. In this technique an additional test mode clock is used to control
the delay of the flip-flop. The main advantages of the CDFF over the pulse-triggered flip-flop are
the stable operation and improved performance in normal mode.
Figure 2.2 illustrates a gate level implementation of the CDFF. The transfer of data from the
master latch to the slave latch is controlled through a control logic and depends on the relative
timing of the clock (CLK) and the test clock (TCLK). To illustrate the operation of the CDFF, a
simple model of digital VLSI circuits is depicted in Figure 2.3(a). In this model, a combinational
block is sandwiched between two sequential blocks (registers, flip-flops,...etc). In normal mode,
TCLK is kept high ensuring normal flip-flop operation (Figure 2.3(b)). Under this condition, the
normal mode clock period (TNM) is given by:
TNM = tprop + tcomb + tsetup (2.1)
where tprop is the propagation delay of the flip-flop, tcomb is the time window allowed for the
combinational block to evaluate its input, Q1, and produce the input of the next sequential block,




Figure 2.2: Controlled delay flip-flop [9].
D2, and tsetup is the setup time of the flip-flop.
In test mode, a tester programmed time offset of the clock is used to generate TCLK. Con-
sequently, flip-flop output, Q1, appears after an additional delay equal to the time offset between
the two clocks. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.3(c). Under this condition, the test mode
clock period is given by:
TT M = tprop + tcomb + tsetup + to f f set (2.2)
where to f f set is the time offset between the clock and the test clock. The test mode clock period
should be large enough to accommodate all delay terms in Equation 2.2. It is clear from this
equation that increasing to f f set allows the circuit to be tested at a frequency lower than the normal
mode frequency. In other words, clock frequency can be reduced while the combinational circuit
delays are tested with the same delay margins.
In 2001, Nummer and Sachdev [6] proposed a methodology for generating the clock and the
test clock for a device using CDFFs in a way that allows the test mode clock frequency to be
reduced arbitrarily. This is done through an on-chip clock generation circuit. When generating
the clock and the test clock for a circuit using CDFF to improve testability, one has to take into
consideration the timing requirements for correct operation. For the CDFF to function properly,
the timing of the clock and the test clock must be carefully adjusted to accommodate both the
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Figure 2.3: CDFF operation. (a) Circuit model. (b) Normal mode. (c) Test mode.
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setup time (tsetup) and the propagation delay (tprop) of the flip-flop. For the combinational block,
it is necessary to have the flexibility to change the value of tcomb so as to determine, with rea-
sonable accuracy, the delay through this block and test the circuit for delay faults. This is also
important in order to enable performance binning1 to know how well the circuit meets its timing
specifications.
In test mode, reducing clock frequency while maintaining correct timing operation for all
parts of the circuit means that, if the clock frequency becomes very low, to f f set has to be extremely
large. As suggested in [9], the test clock can be generated as a delayed version of the clock with a
delay of to f f set. The problem with this approach is that a slow tester is a low specification device.
It is normally difficult for such a device to provide very large time offset with state-of-the-art
timing accuracy. As an alternative, H. Speek et al. [10] suggested the use of two programmable
duty-cycle controllers and a programmable delay line to generate the clock and the test clock
in test mode. Using their design, reducing the test mode clock frequency to a very small value
requires a large delay line to generate the required delay with appropriate timing resolution.
Careful examination of the timing diagram in Figure 2.3(c) shows that, instead of generating
the test clock by delaying the clock in test mode, the clock can be generated by delaying and
inverting the test clock. Generating the clock this way makes to f f set (which is the key factor in
reducing the test mode clock frequency) independent on the relative timing of the two clocks and
allows its value to be increased arbitrarily. Increasing to f f set while keeping all the other terms in
Equation 2.2 unchanged implies a reduction in test mode clock frequency without affecting the
time window allowed for the evaluation of the combinational block. It is clear that by doing this,
the test mode clock frequency can be reduced with no lower limit.
Figure 2.4(a) depicts a block diagram of a system for generating the clock and the test clock.
The input clock, IPCLK, is a rated frequency signal in normal mode and a low frequency, 50%
1Performance binning is a test procedure used to segregate devices in a number of bins depending on their
maximum operating frequency.
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Figure 2.4: Generating clock and test clock. (a) Block diagram. (b) Timing diagram.
duty cycle signal in test mode. A multiplexer (MUX) is used to select the mode of opera-
tion through the mode select input (N/T ). For normal mode operation (N/T=LOW), IPCLK
passes through the MUX to the CLK driving network while TCLK is kept high. In test mode
(N/T=HIGH), two delay lines are used to generate both CLK and TCLK. This is illustrated by
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the timing diagram in Figure 2.4(b). A delay line is used to generate a clock with pulse width Td1
(CLK1). This clock is selected by the MUX to be the test clock, TCLK. CLK1 passes through
the second delay line (with delay Td2), resulting in CLK2. The MUX selects CLK2 to be CLK
in test mode. Figure 2.4(b) also shows the D and Q signals of a CDFF to illustrate the relation-
ships amongst the various timing parameters of the system in Figure 2.3(a) on one side and the
delays Td1 and Td2 and the frequency of IPCLK, f , on the other side . These relationships can be
expressed by the following two equations.
Td1 + Td2 = tprop + tcomb + tsetup (2.3)
1/ f = Td1 + Td2 + to f f set (2.4)
Assuming fixed f , tprop, and tsetup, these equations suggest that a change in either Td1, Td2,
or both, leads to an equal change in tcomb. This allows the combinational block to be tested for
delay faults by changing the time slot allowed for the evaluation of its inputs. For constant Td1
and Td2, changing f causes only to f f set to change without affecting the operation of neither the
flip-flop or the combinational block.
Although using CDFFs can considerably facilitate the testing process, there are two main
concerns associated with this technique.
1. The need for two clocks requires the creation of two clock propagation networks. Both
networks need to have the same high-performance characteristics (small propagation de-
lays, minimum clock skew, etc.). This is important to maintain the delay between the two
clocks. The need for two high-performance clocks can result in an increase in the cost of
the chip and complicates the process of clock generation and propagation.
2. Careful examination of the structure of the CDFF in Figure 2.2 shows that the path of
dataflow is different in test mode when compared to normal mode operation. This means
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that the CDFF propagation delays being tested in test mode is not the actual normal mode
propagation delay.
In this chapter, a methodology for testing high-performance pipelines using slow-speed testers
is proposed. The technique depends on creating shifted versions of a low-speed clock in test
mode. The technique adds no extra hardware in the data path of the pipeline and therefore has
virtually no performance penalty.
2.3 Testing Pipelines by Clock Shifting
The basic idea in the proposed technique is demonstrated in Figure 2.5. In this study, it is
assumed that the registers in the pipeline use a single phase common clock and are built using
flip-flops as the storage element. A clock timing circuit is used to control clocks driving all
registers in the pipeline. The idea is to use shifted version(s) of the input clock, IPCLK, to
control the timing of data flow through the pipeline in the test mode. In order to achieve that,
each register in the pipeline has to have a separately routed clock, as shown in Figure 2.5. This
results in higher complexity of clock generation and propagation. The clock net of a pipelined
circuit normally consists of a tree of buffers. Special care should be given to balance the load
of the different clock tree branches in order to keep the skew between the different clock signals
within acceptable limits. In the proposed technique, only those buffers close to the clock timing
circuit require extra design and layout effort. Due to the small number of these upstream buffers,
the extra effort imposed by the technique would not be substantial.
The normal and test mode operation of the circuit is illustrated in Figure 2.6, showing stage i
in the pipeline (0 ≤ i ≤ n). In normal mode, a single phase high-frequency clock is used for all
registers in the pipeline. This is shown in Figure 2.6(b). As a result, the operation of the circuit









Figure 2.5: Block diagram of the DUT and the clock timing circuit.
depends on the period of this clock. The delay of stage i, tdi , can be expressed using
tdi = tpropi + tcombi + tsetupi+1 + (tCKi − tCKi+1) (2.5)
where tpropi is the propagation delay of register i, tcombi is the delay of the ith stage combinational
block, tsetupi+1 is the setup time of register i + 1, and (tCKi − tCKi+1) is the difference between the
delays through the clock driving networks of registers i and i + 1. For the pipeline to function
correctly, the normal mode clock period, TNM, has to be at least equal to the largest stage delay,
i.e.
TNM ≥ MAXni=0(tdi) (2.6)
In the test mode, a delayed version of the clock is used to test the pipeline. This is illustrated
in Figure 2.6(c). In order to test stage i, a delayed version of the input clock, IPCLK, with delay
Td is applied to register i + 1, while the original clock is used for all other registers. The test
mode clock period, TT M, has to be at least equal to the normal mode clock period. It is clear that






































Figure 2.6: Proposed technique. (a) Circuit model. (b) Normal mode. (c) Test mode.
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using a larger value of TT M means that it is possible to test the pipeline in the test mode using a
slow-speed tester. Setting Td to be equal to tdi allows the ith stage to operate within its normal
mode timing constraints while the whole circuit is running at a lower frequency. As a result, a
slow-speed tester can be used for performance binning and delay-fault testing. In the test mode,
the tester supplies a slow-speed input clock as well as test vectors for the target stage. These
vectors are supplied at the rate of the slow-speed clock. After a pre-determined number of clock
cycles, the tester reads the results at the same rate of the slow-speed clock. This technique does
not require any changes in the design of the registers or the combinational blocks and therefore
has virtually no performance penalty.
For the proposed technique to achieve its goals, it is essential for the value of Td to be control-
lable within state-of-the-art timing accuracy. Furthermore, the design should provide the ability
to program Td in order to bin the device under test (DUT) for performance. This feature also
allows different stages in the pipeline to be tested even if they have unbalanced delays. For these
reasons, an on-chip clock timing circuit is used to generate the delayed version of the input clock
and to control the clocks propagated to the different stages in the pipeline.
2.4 Test Vehicle: 16-bit Pipelined Multiplier
In order to verify the benefits of the proposed technique, a 16-bit pipelined multiplier is designed
and utilized as a test vehicle. Parallel multiplication is done in three steps. In the first step,
the two operands are used to generate partial products whose number depends on the type of
encoding algorithm used. The second step is to add the partial products together in a summation
network which reduces the partial products to two operands. The product is generated in the final
step by adding the resulting two operands using a carry propagate adder.
In our design, no encoding is used to generate the partial products. This results in a number
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Figure 2.7: Block diagram of the pipelined multiplier used as a test vehicle.
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of partial products equal to the size of the multiplier (16). These partial products are added in the
summation network using 4-2 compressors as the main component. A 4-2 compressor accepts 4
partial sums and reduces them to two [5]. In order to reduce the 16 partial products to 2 operands,
this has to be done in three levels of 4-2 compression. A carry-lookahead adder with conditional
sum select [7] is used to generate the product from these two operands.
The multiplier is implemented with five pipelined stages, as shown in Figure 2.7. The first
stage is used to generate the 16 partial products and reduce them to 8 partial sums after the first
level of the summation network. The second and third levels of the summation network are
implemented in the second and third stages of the pipeline. The final addition is done in the last
two stages.
Pipeline stages are separated by registers to control the timing of data flow through the mul-
tiplier. Static flip-flops are used as the storage elements in all registers. As shown in Figure 2.7,
each register is controlled by a separate clock provided by the clock timing circuit. Details of the
design of this circuit are given in the next section.
Performance characterization of the multiplier is carried out in order to find its maximum
operating frequency and the critical path through each stage of the pipeline. These results are
shown in Table 2.1. The delays shown include the propagation delay of the register feeding
the stage, the setup time of the register accepting the output of the stage, and the difference in
delays of the clock driving networks of the input and output registers (refer to Equation 2.5).
As shown in Table 2.1, the first stage (SN L1) has the largest delay and the operating frequency
of the multiplier is determined by this stage. This delay is equal to 715ps which translates to a
maximum operating frequency of 1.4GHz.
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Table 2.1: Critical path delays through multiplier stages.
2.5 Design of the Clock Timing Circuit
This section provides design details of the clock timing circuit used for the test vehicle. A number
of issues have to be taken into account in the design of the clock timing circuit in order to ensure
proper delay-fault testability of the pipeline.
1. Programmability and resolution: The delay, Td, should be programmable for two rea-
sons: (i) to allow DUT performance binning , and (ii) to allow paths of different delays to
be tested for delay faults. The resolution with which Td is varied should be high enough to
allow the detection of small delay faults.
2. Timing accuracy: Process, temperature, and supply voltage variations have a large effect
on the delays of the circuit. The design should compensate for these effects such that the
value of Td will be as desired regardless of these variations.
3. Tester edge placement inaccuracy (jitter): A slow-speed tester is generally a low spec-
ification device. It has a low timing resolution and high edge placement inaccuracy, or
jitter. The design should have the ability to suppress the tester’s jitter in order to minimize
its effect on the timing resolution and accuracy of the clock timing circuit.
4. Testability: Adding hardware to enhance testability begs the question: how can we ensure
the functionality of the extra hardware? is it testable? Answering these questions is very
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Figure 2.8: Clock Timing Circuit (multiplexer select inputs are not shown).
important and is a challenge to most design-for-testability techniques.
Figure 2.8 shows the clock timing circuit used in this design (multiplexer select inputs are not
shown). This circuit is designed using CMOS 0.18µm technology provided through TSMC. It
comprises three delay lines, a phase splitter & delay circuit, a DLL, and a number of multiplex-
ers. The design allows Td to vary between 250ps and 1000ps with 50ps increments (resolution).
These are design variables and it is up to the designer to choose the values suiting a specific
circuit or application. For our test vehicle, the range of Td is reasonable to allow us to do perfor-
mance binning and test for delay faults. A 50ps timing resolution is high enough considering the
maximum operating frequency of the multiplier. The design and operation of the different blocks
used in the clock timing circuit is described below.



















Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram of half the delay element.
The delay element used in the delay lines is built using static inverters connected in parallel
with current-starved inverters. Delay line DL0 and the high-speed clock, HFCLK, are used to
calibrate delay lines DL1 and DL2 in order to generate the required values of Td. The calibration
process ensures correct test mode timing regardless of PVT (process, temperature, and/or supply
voltage) variations. Ideally, HFCLK should be generated on-chip through a phase-locked loop.
For the purpose of this study, HFCLK is supplied from an external source which allows us to ad-
just the frequency of this clock in order to gain insight into the performance and the functionality
of our design.
The design goal is to achieve a timing resolution of 50ps. Using the DLL to calibrate the delay
lines requires a relatively balanced rising- and falling-edge delays, otherwise the clock might
disappear before reaching the end of the delay line. Using the target technology (0.18µm CMOS),
it was not possible to design a balanced delay element that achieves 50ps delay regardless of PVT
variations (i.e. for all possible extreme cases). We achieved a timing resolution of 50ps using
the PSD circuit and the two delay lines DL1 and DL2. The delay element is designed to have a
delay of 100ps and the PSD circuit adjusts the delay between the inputs to DL1 and DL2 to 50ps
(half delay-element delay) to achieve a timing resolution of 50ps.
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With 10 delay elements in DL0, setting the period of HFCLK to 1ns and closing the DLL
loop using this delay line results in control voltages Vn and Vp that adjust the total delay across
DL0 to one clock period. Since these voltages control all three delay lines, the delays of all delay
elements in the circuit are thus adjusted to 100ps. DL1 and DL2 consist of 11 and 10 delay
elements, respectively. The main function of these two delay lines is to generate a delayed clock
signal, DCLK, with programmable delays with respect to the reference clock, CLK (Fig. 2.8).
Programmability is achieved through multiplexer M2.
Multiplexer M5 consists of six 2:1 multiplexers. It is used to control the clocks feeding all
registers in the pipeline (CK0 to CK5). Depending on the mode of operation and the pipeline
stage to be tested, M5 sets the clock of each register to either CLK or DCLK.
Closing the DLL loop using various combinations of the inputs to multiplexers M3 and M4
allows great flexibility for testing the clock-timing circuit itself. As a result, most of the extra
hardware in our design can be tested simply by comparing values of the DLL output, Vn, when
different signals are used to close the loop. This is achieved using multiplexers M1, M3, M4,
M6, and M7 as is illustrated in the next section. The number of stages that can be tested using
the proposed clock-timing circuit depends only on the design of multiplexer M5. As a result this
design can be easily scaled depending on the pipeline to be tested. Depending on the size of M5
and in order to facilitate its testing, M6 and M7 need to be designed accordingly.
The proposed clock timing circuit takes into account all the issues mentioned at the begin-
ning of this section. Programmability is achieved through DL1, DL2, and the multiplexer M2.
Using a DLL allows the design to achieve the same timing accuracy regardless of process, tem-
perature, and/or supply voltage variations. The DLL with a number of multiplexers help ensure
the functionality of the clock timing circuit itself. With the help of the PLL, tester clock jitter is
not allowed to propagate to DL0. It also has no effect on the timing accuracy of signals gener-
ated from DL1 and DL2. The area overhead due to this design is estimated to be 100 gates per
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pipeline stage. This should be acceptable for medium to large pipelined circuits. It is important
to note that matching between the different components in the design is essential to ensure cor-
rect timing even with small local process, temperature and/or supply voltage variations. This can
be achieved through circuit layout techniques similar to those used for analog circuits.
2.6 Modes of Operation
The clock timing circuit operates in three modes. In normal mode the pipeline is used to perform
the function it is designed for. In the DUT test mode, the clock timing circuit is used to verify the
performance of the DUT and to test it for delay faults. In the clock timing circuit test mode, the
clock timing circuit is tested to ensure its ability to give a correct image about the performance
of the pipeline.
2.6.1 Normal Mode
In normal mode, the control inputs of multiplexers M1 and M5 are set such that IPCLK propa-
gates to all registers in the pipeline. As a result, the whole pipeline runs using the same clock
ensuring normal operation. The remaining part of the clock timing circuit serves no function
in normal mode, and can be turned off. This is important to reduce the effect the clock timing
circuit has on normal mode power consumption of the chip.
2.6.2 DUT Test Mode
This mode is used to verify the performance of the DUT and test it for delay faults. The pipeline
is tested one stage at a time. For every target path, two vectors are used to test the circuit. The
first vector initializes the DUT, while the second vector activates the target path of the stage to be
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Nodes # of delay elements
A and E 10
B and G 10
C and H 10
A and F 10 12
B and E 10 12
Table 2.2: Number of delay elements between different nodes in the delay lines.
tested. Using multiplexer M2, Td is set according to the expected delay of that path. Depending
on the stage to be tested, multiplexer M5 is configured to set one of the register’s clocks to DCLK
and all other clocks to CLK. For example, to test stage 3 in the pipeline, clocks CK0, CK1, CK3,
and CK5 are set to CLK while CK4 is set to DCLK. As a result, data flows between registers
3 and 4 within normal mode timing constraints. For all other stages, the low frequency clock
allows operation under relaxed timing. This is important to ensure that delay faults in these
stages do not affect the target path and hence the stage under test. This procedure is repeated for
every path to be tested until the DUT is tested completely.
2.6.3 Clock Timing Circuit Test Mode
In this mode, the DLL, with the help of multiplexers M1, M3, M4, M6, and M7, is used to
characterize and verify the performance of the clock timing circuit. Multiplexer M1 is set to
allow the high-frequency clock, HFCLK, to propagate through DL1 and DL2. The clock timing
circuit is tested in three phases as shown in Figure 2.10. In the first phase, all three delay lines
(excluding the last delay element in DL1) are tested. The second phase is used to test the PSD
circuit. This is done by verifying that the delay between nodes A and B is equal to half delay-
element delay. The third phase is used mainly to test multiplexer M5. This phase also covers
multiplexers M6, M7, and a small part of M2. Each of the three phases cover parts of multiplexers
M3 and M4, such that these two multiplexers are fully testable. In this design, only M1 and most
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of M2 are not testable. Compared to the rest of the clock timing circuit and the DUT, this is a
very small area of the circuit. Additionally, delay faults in M1 do not impact the operation of the
circuit. Fully testing M2 would require additional hardware which itself may not be testable.
Phase 1: Testing DL0, DL1, and DL2
In this phase, delay lines DL0, DL1, and DL2 are tested between nodes C and H, B and G,
and A and E, respectively. Table 2.2 gives the number of delay elements between the different
nodes in the clock timing circuit. The first three entries in the table have the same number of
delay elements. As a result, closing the DLL loop with these node pairs one at a time, should
result in very close values of Vn (monitored off-chip) for all three configurations. As shown in
Figure 2.10, the test in this phase is done in four steps:
1. Close the DLL loop using C and H (M3 : C → X; M4 : H → Y). Measure Vn and record
it as Vn0 .
2. Close the DLL loop using B and G (M3 : B → X; M4 : G → Y). Measure Vn and record
it as Vn1 .
3. Close the DLL loop using A and E (M3 : A→ X; M4 : E → Y). Measure Vn and record it
as Vn2 .
4. Compare Vn0 , Vn1 , and Vn2 . If the differences between the three values are within acceptable
limits, the three delay lines are considered to be free of delay faults.
Ideally, the three values should be equal. Mismatch between the delay elements and the
different components in the DLL would result in some differences. Characterization is necessary
to define how much difference due to mismatch and process variations is acceptable. In this
context, it is assumed that only a single delay fault exists in the circuit. It is worth noting that it
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M3: C -> X; M4: H -> Y; Store Vn as Vn
M3: A -> X; M4: E -> Y; Store Vn as Vn
M3: A -> X; M4: F -> Y; Store Vn as Vn
M3: B -> X; M4: E -> Y; Store Vn as Vn
M2: 15 -> DCLK; M3: D -> X; M4: I -> Y
Store Vn as Vn5+i
M5: CLK -> CKi, DCLK -> CKi+1;
M6: CKi -> D, M7: CKi+1 -> I;
End
M1: HFCLK -> J
Figure 2.10: Procedure for testing the clock timing circuit.
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is highly unlikely to have the exact same amount of delay fault in two of or all three delay lines.
In addition to DL0, DL1, and DL2, the test in this phase covers paths through multiplexers M3
and M4 used to close the DLL loop (A-X, B-X, C-X, E-Y, G-Y, and H-Y).
Phase 2: Testing the Phase Splitter & Delay Circuit
Referring to Table 2.2, the delay between nodes A and F on one side and nodes B and E on the
other are both equivalent to 10 12 delay elements. This is only true if the two outputs of the PSD
circuit (A and B) are exactly half delay-element delay apart. These observations are used to test
the PSD circuit for delay faults. As shown in Figure 2.10, the test is done first by closing the
DLL loop using nodes A and F. When locked, DLL output Vn is recorded as Vn3 . Similarly, Vn4
is obtained by closing the DLL loop through nodes B and E. For fault-free PSD, the difference
between Vn3 and Vn4 should be within acceptable limits (defined through characterization). The
test in this phase covers the G-F-Y path as well.
Phase 3: Testing Multiplexer M5
Phase 3 of the clock timing circuit test procedure is used to test multiplexer M5. This is done
with the help of multiplexers M6 and M7. The main idea is to set the delay between CLK and
DCLK (Td) to one cycle of HFCLK (1ns). The different paths in M5 are tested two at a time.
As shown in Figure 2.10, to test the paths from CLK to CKi and DCLK to CKi+1 (where i is any
number between 0 and 4), M5 is set accordingly and M6 and M7 are used to close the DLL loop
using nodes CKi and CKi+1. Under these conditions, if all signal paths are free of delay faults,
when locked, the DLL output, Vn, should be equal to the values obtained in phase 1 of the test
procedure (for fault free DL0, DL1, and DL2). In addition to M5, the test in this phase covers
M6, M7, the 15-DCKL path in M2, the D-X path in M3, the I-Y path in M4, and the buffer used
for CLK.
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2.7 Delay Fault Simulation Results
Several simulations were carried out to test the proposed design and to verify the possibility
of testing the DUT and detecting small delay faults at low frequency. Furthermore, delay fault
simulations for the clock timing circuit are done in order to demonstrate the ability to test and
characterize this circuit. In all such simulations, delay faults are inserted using buffers and delay
elements. Using active elements to add extra delays ensures the existence of a pre-determined
delay fault without degrading the quality (rise and fall times) of the delayed signals.
2.7.1 Delay Fault Simulation for the Test Vehicle
Delay faults are inserted in the test vehicle one at a time using buffers. Simulations are carried
out on a number of paths in the DUT. For every target path, two vectors are used to test the
circuit. The first vector initializes the DUT while the second vector activates the target path. The
delay of a given path depends on the input vectors of the circuit. As a result, for every stage
in the pipeline, the critical path and its delay might change depending on the applied vectors.
For all paths tested in the simulations, activation vectors are chosen such that these paths are the
critical paths in their pipeline stage for these vectors. As mentioned before, the design allows
adjustment of Td such that paths of different delays can be tested for small delay faults.
Delay fault simulation results for the test vehicle are shown in Table 2.3. The test is done
at an input clock frequency of 100MHz. Delay faults of 50ps are inserted in each path one at a
time. Td from the clock timing circuit is set to the next higher value compared to the delay of the
target path. Under these conditions, the multiplier gives incorrect output for all paths tested in
our simulations, as shown in Table 2.3. The left half of the table gives the delays of the different
paths and the value of Td used to detect a 50ps delay fault in each path. The right half of the
table gives the test vectors used for each path as well as the fault-free and faulty products of the
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Path # Pipeline Path Td Vector Input Input Product Product
stage delay (ps) (ps) type A B (fault-free) (faulty)
1 SN L1 715 750 Init. 0002 FFFF 0001 FFFE 0001 FFFE
Activ. 0000 FFFF 0000 0000 0000 0008
2 SN L1 685 700 Init. 000C FFFF 000B FFF4 000B FFF4
Activ. 0008 FFFF 0007 FFF8 0007 FFF0
3 SN L2 655 700 Init. 0001 FFFF 0000 FFFF 0000 FFFF
Activ. 0000 FFFF 0000 0000 0000 0040
4 SN L2 620 650 Init. 0070 FFFF 006F FF90 006F FF90
Activ. 0040 FFFF 003F FFC0 003F FF80
5 CLA L1 665 700 Init. 0000 FFFF 0000 0000 0000 0000
Activ. FFFF FFFF FFFE 0001 FFFD 0001
6 CLA L1 425 450 Init. FFFF FFFF FFFE 0001 FFFE 0001
Activ. 0000 FFFF 0000 0000 0001 0000
7 CLA L2 615 650 Init. 0000 FFF0 0000 0000 0000 0000
Activ. FFE0 FFF0 FFD0 0200 FFC0 0200
8 CLA L2 415 450 Init. FFE0 FFF0 FFD0 0200 FFD0 0200
Activ. 0000 FFF0 0000 0000 0010 0000
Table 2.3: Test vehicle delay fault simulation results.
multiplier. The extent of delay fault that goes undetected is a function of the slack between the
delay of the path and the value of Td used to test it. A path with larger slack will have a larger
undetectable delay fault. For example, in the case of path #2, it is expected that delay faults as
small as 15ps should be detectable using the same value of Td. On the other hand, for path #3,
it will take a delay fault of at least 45ps to cause the timing failure. The situation is worse if
the target path is not the critical path for the applied vectors. In general, delay fault detection
is dependent on the target path delay. Most of the delay fault testing techniques have similar
limitations. Balancing path delays is the most commonly used method to alleviate this problem.
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Fault # Fault Faulty Delay Vn0 Vn1 Vn2 4Vn
location Path fault (ps) mV mV mV mV
F1 DL0 C-H 60 633 611.5 611.5 21.5
F2 DL1 B-G 100 611.5 649 611.5 37.5
F3 DL2 A-E 200 611.5 611.5 691.7 80.2
F4 M3 A-X 60 611.5 611.5 594.2 -17.3
F5 M3 B-X 100 611.5 583.3 611.5 -28.2
F6 M3 C-X 200 554 611.5 611.5 -57.5
F7 M4 E-Y 60 611.5 611.5 634 22.5
F8 M4 G-Y 100 611.5 648.7 611.5 37.2
F9 M4 H-Y 200 697 611.5 611.5 85.5
(a) Faults detected in phase 1 (fault-free Vn is 611.5mV)
Fault # Fault Faulty Delay Vn3 Vn4 4Vn
location Path fault (ps) mV mV mV
F10 PSD J-A 60 609.8 651.5 -41.7
F11 PSD J-B 100 669 597.9 89.1
F12 M4 F-Y 200 720 628.6 91.4
(b) Faults detected in phase 2 (fault-free Vn is 628.6mV)
Fault # Fault Faulty Delay Vn 4Vn
location Path fault (ps) mV mV
F13 M2 15-DCLK 60 633.2 21.7
F14 M5 DCLK-CK4 100 647 35.5
F15 Buffer U-CLK 200 554.8 -56.7
(c) Faults detected in phase 3 (fault-free Vn is 611.5mV)
Table 2.4: Delay fault simulation results for the clock timing circuit.
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2.7.2 Delay Fault Simulation for the Clock Timing Circuit
Delay fault simulations for the clock timing circuit were carried out in order to verify the ability
to characterize the performance of the circuit. 15 delay faults are inserted in different locations
of the circuit one at a time. These fault are generated using the same delay element used in the
design. The delay of the delay element is at its minimum value when Vp = Vss and Vn = Vdd. This
value is 60ps, and hence the smallest delay fault used in the simulations is 60ps. Larger delays
are achieved using larger values of Vp and smaller values of Vn. The test is done according to
the procedure in Figure 2.10. The results are shown in Tables 2.4(a), (b), and (c), showing faults
detected in each phase of the clock timing circuit test procedure.
A fault detectable in phase 1 or phase 3 of the test procedure causes only one value of Vn
(Vn0 , Vn1 , or Vn2 for phase 1 or Vn5+i for phase 3) to deviate from the fault-free value. That is why
for faults detected in phase 1 and phase 3, the last column in each table gives the difference in
Vn compared to the fault-free value. This is different from faults detectable in phase 2, where the
fault causes both Vn3 and Vn4 to deviate in opposite directions from the fault free value. For faults
detected in phase 2, 4Vn in Table 2.4(b) is computed as the difference between Vn3 and Vn4 .
A positive 4Vn indicates that the delay seen by the DLL is larger than it should be. As a
result, the DLL causes the voltage to increase in to order to compensate for the extra delay. The
opposite is true for negative 4Vn. For a certain delay fault, the larger the value of 4Vn, the easier
it is to observe the error due to the fault. As shown in Table 2.4, the smallest value of 4Vn is
17.3mV which can be easily measured off-chip. These results demonstrate our ability to test the
clock timing circuit for delay faults. This is important to ensure its ability to give a true image
about the operation and performance of the DUT.
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Figure 2.11: Chip micrograph.
2.8 Implementation and Test Setup
The clock-timing circuit in Fig. 2.8 has been implemented in 0.18µm CMOS technology. The
chip micrograph is shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12 illustrates its block diagram. The layout of
the chip is done such that the delay elements and the various components in the clock-timing
circuit are closely matched. The core area of the chip is 700×500µm2, out of which 500×300µm2
is dedicated to the clock-timing circuit. At a supply voltage of 1.8V, a 1GHz HFCLK, and a
50MHz LFCLK, the clock-timing circuit consumes 13.6mW.
The design includes a simple 5-stage test pipeline used to verify the ability of the technique
to perform slow-speed timing characterization. The schematic of the test pipeline is shown in
Fig. 2.12. Each stage in the pipeline consists of a number of voltage controlled delay elements
(VCDEs) whose control voltage, VnPL , is adjusted off-chip allowing us to modify the delay of
the pipeline stages. The higher the value of VnPL , the smaller the delays of the VCDEs, and
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Figure 2.12: Chip block diagram showing the schematic of the test pipeline.
consequently the stage delays, will be. The input register, RI, is used to synchronize the input
from the tester with CK0 generated from the clock-timing circuit. This clock is derived from
LFCLK in the pipeline test mode and from HFCLK in the normal mode.
In the pipeline test mode, it is easy to observe the output of the pipeline using the slow tester.
However, observing the at-speed normal mode output with the pipeline running at frequencies
around 1GHz is not feasible because of the limitations of the output drivers and the package.
Observing the normal mode output of the pipeline is important in order to verify the pipeline test
mode results. In order to overcome this problem the test chip includes a pipeline clock-gating
circuit as shown in Fig. 2.12. The tester supplies a pipeline trigger signal which is synchronized
by CK0. This signal is then supplied to the clock gating circuit which produces gated versions of
the clocks that run for the exact number of cycles needed for the pipeline to produce the correct
output in the normal mode.
Normal mode testing is done by applying an initialization vector at least twice to ensure
proper initialization of the pipeline. This is then followed by the activation vector. Because
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Table 2.5: Test results for the clock-timing circuit
Phase DLL Config. Measured Vn (mV)
1 C-H Vn0 = 680.7
B-G Vn1 = 680.2
A-E Vn2 = 673.6
2 A-F Vn3 = 712.2





register RI uses a non-gated clock, it stores the input vector with the next edge of CK0. When
the tester activates the pipeline trigger input, the clock-gating circuit will activate the gated clocks
such that the input will propagate through the pipeline until the output is stored in R5. The gated
clocks will then be disabled allowing this output to be easily observed.
HFCLK is generated through a sine wave supplied from an R&S SMT06 signal generator.
This signal is biased to have a DC level of 0.9V and is terminated with an on-chip 50Ω resistor.
The sine wave is then converted to HFCLK through a number of inverters. An Agilent VXI test
system is used to supply LFCLK as well as the control inputs to the multiplexers. These inputs
are provided from the tester serially and are then stored in a shift register. The tester is also
used to supply the input of the test pipeline and to capture its output. The pipeline output is also
monitored using an Agilent Infiniium 54853A digital storage oscilloscope. The scope is also
used to monitor the CLK and DCLK signals. The control output of the DLL (Vn) is monitored
using a Fluke 867B graphical multimeter. The control input for the test pipeline (VnPL) is supplied
to the chip using a variable resistor acting as a voltage divider.
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2.9 Experimental Results
The chip has been tested in the three modes of operation detailed in section 2.6. The testing
starts by testing the clock-timing circuit and verifying the results using the scope. Based on these
results, the pipeline is tested using various configurations and the results are verified against the
normal mode test results.
2.9.1 Clock-Timing Circuit Test Mode Results
The clock-timing circuit was tested according to the procedure in Fig. 2.10. The test results are
presented in Table 2.5.
Phase 1 produces values of Vn0 , Vn1 , and Vn2 that are within 7.1mV of each other. Through
characterization of the delay element, this difference corresponds to a deviation of less than 1ps
per delay element. Hence, the three delay lines are assumed to be free of delay anomalies.
Similarly, phase 2 reveals close values of Vn3 and Vn4 which indicates that the PSD circuit is
also free of delay anomalies. For phase 3, the values of Vn5-Vn9 are all within 3.9mV of each
other. However, these measurements are, on average, 25.5mV higher than those of phase 1. This
indicates the presence of unintentional delay in the DCLK path from tap 15 in Fig. 2.8 through
multiplexers M2, M5, and M7 compared to the CLK path through the CLK buffer, M5, and M6.
In order to verify these results, the CLK and DCLK signals are observed off-chip. Fig. 2.13
shows the CLK and DCLK (taps 0-4) waveforms as observed using the scope. Fig. 2.14 presents
the measured CLK-DCLK delays for all taps in the clock-timing circuit compared to the ideal and
post-layout simulation delays. The measured average step is 52.9ps which verifies the conclusion
that DL0, DL1, and DL2 are free of delay anomalies. From this average, the average delay
deviation between the even- (from DL1) and the odd- (from DL2) numbered taps is 3.5ps. This
explains the slight variation in Vn2 compared to Vn0 and Vn1 and the small discrepancy between
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Figure 2.13: CLK versus DCLK for taps 0-4 (using scope waveform memory).
Vn3 and Vn4. The discrepancies between the post-layout and the measured delays verify the
presence of larger delays in the DCLK path. These delay anomalies explain the higher values
obtained for Vn5-Vn9 . However, part of the additional delays can be attributed to differences in
the drivers, bonding wires, PCB traces, and/or scope probes in the path of CLK and DCLK.
2.9.2 Pipeline Test Mode Results
Pipeline test mode operation is used to perform timing characterization of the test pipeline. This
is achieved by adjusting VnPL and finding the smallest DCLK tap in the clock-timing circuit that
results in a consistently correct output of the pipeline. This process is repeated for all stages in
the test pipeline. Each test is run 2M times and the pipeline output is observed using the “infinite
display persistence” function of the scope. This function allows us to view the pipeline output
for all test runs overlayed on the scope’s display. The number of test runs is estimated based on
test execution and output observation times. For correct operation, the pipeline output switches
seven clock cycles after applying the input transition. Given that the clock-gating circuit provides
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Figure 2.14: CLK-DCLK delays for all taps in the clock-timing circuit.
Figure 2.15: Pipeline test mode results for stage 3 (LFCLK: 50MHz).
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an additional cycle than is needed for the test mode operation, if a stage fails due to timing
constraints violation, the output switches one clock cycle later.
Fig. 2.15 presents an example for this procedure for stage 3 (one VCDE + flip-flop) in the
pipeline at 50MHz LFCLK and with DCLK set to tap 3 (474ps CLK-DCLK delay). When VnPL
is set to 0.7V, the pipeline produces correct output for all test runs. When this voltage is reduced
to 0.65V, the stage delay increases such that the pipeline starts to fail for some of the test runs.
The fourth waveform in Fig. 2.15 shows that the output switches after seven clock cycles for
some runs and after eight cycles for others. This behavior is attributed to timing uncertainty due
to the CLK and DCLK jitter. The peak-to-peak jitter of DCLK has been measured to be equal
to 19.7ps as shown in Fig. 2.16 (this value includes jitter due to the output driver). The fact
that the circuit behavior changes with such small uncertainty in the CLK-DCLK delay further
verifies that the delay margin allowed for the evaluation of the stage under test is within high-
speed timing constraints. When VnPL is further reduced to 0.6V, the pipeline fails for all test runs.
Similar results were obtained for all stages in the test pipeline.
Table 2.6 shows the smallest DCLK tap that results in a consistently correct pipeline output
for various values of VnPL . For example, when VnPL is set to 0.6V, stage 0 in the pipeline (the
critical path) fails for all DCLK taps. This indicates that, for this value of VnPL the stage delay
is larger than the largest possible value of Td. For the same value of VnPL , stages 1 to 4 produce
consistently correct output when DCLK is generated using taps 8, 12, 4, and 6, corresponding to
Td values of 727ps, 932ps, 512ps, and 628ps respectively. These results show the ability of the
design to characterize the performance of the individual stages at frequencies much lower than
the rated operating frequency.
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Figure 2.16: Jitter histogram for DCLK (tap 15).
Table 2.6: Test mode results for the test pipeline.
Stage No. of VnPL and the corresponding DCLK tap
No. VCDEs 0V 0.6V 0.8V 1V 1.8V
0 8 Fail Fail 14 14 13
1 3 8 8 6 6 6
2 5 13 12 10 9 8
3 1 4 4 3 3 3
4 2 6 6 5 4 4
2.9.3 Normal Mode Results
The pipeline test mode results are verified by performing at-speed testing of the pipeline in the
normal mode. For a given value of VnPL , the frequency of the normal mode clock (HFCLK) is
adjusted in 1MHz steps until the maximum normal mode frequency, determined by the delay of
the critical stage in the pipeline (stage 0, 8 VCDEs), is identified. Fig. 2.17 provides a comparison
between these results and the test mode results for the critical stage. As shown, the test mode
operation tracks the normal mode behavior within a timing margin less than or equal to the timing
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Figure 2.17: Timing results for normal and test modes.
resolution of the clock-timing circuit.
2.10 Conclusions
In this chapter, a methodology for testing high-performance pipelined circuits with slow-speed
testers was presented. In this technique, each pipeline stage is clocked using a separate clock gen-
erated from an on-chip clock timing circuit in test mode. The technique adds no extra hardware
in the data path of the pipeline and therefore has no performance penalty.
A design for the clock timing circuit capable of achieving a timing resolution of 52.9ps in
0.18µm CMOS technology was presented. The design provides the ability to test the clock timing
circuit itself.
The effectiveness of the technique was demonstrated using a 16-bit pipelined multiplier as a
test vehicle. Simulations show that it is possible to detect delay faults as small as 50ps at an input
clock frequency of 100MHz. Simulations also prove the ability of the technique to test the clock
timing circuit itself for delay faults.
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Experimental results show that the design is capable of evaluating the performance of the
clock-timing circuit and tracking the normal mode timing behavior of the test pipeline. These
results demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique and its potential in reducing manufacturing
test cost for high-speed pipelined datapaths.
Although the design requires observing Vn off-chip, using an all-digital DLL whose control
word can be scanned out allows the test to be fully performed on an all-digital ATE.
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A Digitally-Controlled Delay Element with
Monotonic and Linear Delay
Characteristics
In chapter 2, different phases of the input clock were generated using a DLL that uses voltage-
controlled delay elements in order to adjust the delays of the individual stages. In recent years,
there has been greater emphasis on using digital control words to adjust the timing of delay lines
and delay elements. The elimination of analog control signals and the associated circuity allows
for better integration and facilitates the debugging and diagnosis of digital systems.
Many applications use digitally-controlled delay lines (DCDLs) and/or delay elements (DCDEs).
In reference [6], a successive approximation register-controlled delay-locked loop (SARDLL) is
used to reduce the skew between the core clocks of a multi-chip system. The design uses a
digitally-controlled delay cell in order to adjust the delay of the SARDLL’s delay line and lock
the input clock to a replica of the remote clock. References [9, 11, 14] demonstrate the applica-
tion of a DCDL in designing DLLs for high-speed random access memory (RAM) controllers.
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A dual delay line architecture is used in [5,16,22] to design a DLL with wide dynamic range and
high-resolution. Wide dynamic range is made possible through a DCDL while a DCDE is used
to achieve high-precision delay interpolation.
On-chip clock skew management is another example for applications that make use of DCDLs/
DCDEs. Such designs are based on adjusting the phases of two (or more) clocks in two clock
domains in order to reduce the clock skew or add/remove intentional skew between clocks of
performance critical paths. A fine resolution DCDE is used in [7, 10, 13, 21], while a combina-
tion of coarse/fine resolution delay elements are used in [20]. The use of digital control allows
the deskew buffer’s control word to be scanned in/out for test/diagnosis purposes.
All-digital phased-locked loops (ADPLL) have several advantages over the traditional charge-
pump-based PLLs. They are capable of achieving fast locking, better integration in standard
CMOS processes, and portability over different process generations. In an ADPLL, a digitally-
controlled oscillator (DCO) replaces the traditional voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO). DCO
design relies on building a ring oscillator using only DCDEs [8,17] or a combination of DCDEs
and DCDLs [2–4, 12].
ATE is another application domain for DCDLs/DCDEs. Reference [1] proposed a production
ATE based on timing verniers that use a combination of both structures in order to generate
precisely timed digital signals.
In this chapter, a new design of a DCDE is proposed. The design is capable of achieving
precise delay steps while maintaining the monotonicity and linearity of the digital code vs. delay
characteristics. Monotonicity means a consistent increase/decrease of the delay of the DCDE
with changing input code. Within the context of analog systems, linearity is characterized in
terms of the harmonic distortion of the system. However, within the context of this work, linearity
is an indication of the possibility of achieving uniform steps for the DCDE. This definition of
linearity allows for evaluating the transfer characteristics of the DCDE from the perspective of
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Implementation
principle
Ref. Process Delay step Uniform
steps?
Monotonic?
Logic threshold [16] 0.15µm 10ps Yes Yes
Bias dependence of
gate caps
[2] 0.35µm 1.55ps Yes Yes
[3] 0.18µm ? Yes Yes
Shunt gate caps
[7, 21] 0.18µm 8.5ps Yes Yes
[10] 0.25µm 12ps Yes Yes
Tri-state
inverters/buffers
[4, 5] 0.35µm 3ps (min.) No Yes
[12] 0.6µm 1ps (min.) No Yes
[17] 0.35µm 10-150ps No Yes
[22] 0.18µm ? Yes Yes
MUX’ed inverters [13] 0.18µm ?1 Yes Yes
Current-starved with
binary weights
[8] 0.5µm ?2 No ?
[20] 0.13µm 6ps (avg.) No Yes3
Current-starved with
indirect binary control
[15] 0.18µm 2ps (min.) No Yes
1Estimated from other reported data not to be less than 2.67ps.
2Reported a 74fs resolution through simulations.
3Not guaranteed as simulations show non-monotonic behaviour.
Table 3.1: Summary of DCDE implementations (table provides reported experimental data only).
digital systems. It also allows for evaluating the robustness of the design with environment
variations (i.e the ability to maintain step uniformity with PVT variations).
3.1 Review of DCDE Implementation Techniques
Several DCDE circuit techniques have been proposed in the literature. In general, designing
a DCDE depends on digitally modulating the element’s logic threshold, load capacitance, or
(dis)charge resistance. This section presents a review of these techniques. A summary of this
review is given in Table 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Schmitt trigger. Figure 3.2: Schmitt trigger-based DCDE.
3.1.1 DCDE using adjustable logic threshold
A CMOS inverter has a logic threshold that determines the level that a rising/falling input has
to reach before the output node starts to fall/rise. A Schmitt trigger is a variation of the normal
inverter that allows the circuit to have non-equal rise/fall logic thresholds. One way to achieve
that is to use source followers at the output node as shown in Figure 3.1. For a rising input, the
logic threshold depends on the voltage at node X. This voltage is a function of the ratio of the
ON resistances of transistors M1 and M5. For a given W/L for M1, the larger the ON resistance of
M5, the lower the logic threshold and, consequently, the delay would be. Similar analysis applies
to the falling input.
By digitally adjusting the equivalent ON resistance of transistors M5 and M6, it is possible
to digitally control the delay of the Schmitt trigger. Such design was proposed in [16] and
is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The NMOS block has a number of control branches, each with a
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transistor acting as a switch and a transistor that controls the logic threshold. When a switch
transistor is turned ON, the total resistance of the control branches is reduced, resulting in an
increase in the threshold voltage for the rising input. Using control branches in the PMOS block
allows the delay for both input transitions to be adjusted simultaneously. Using this design,
reference [16] reported a 10ps resolution in 0.15µm technology.
The resolution of this design is limited by how small the resistance increments can be. Small
resistance increments correspond to larger resistance for the individual control transistors. With
this design, it is possible to use long channel transistors to achieve infinitesimally small reso-
lution. The main drawback of this approach is that achieving very small delay steps requires
very large channel lengths for the threshold control transistors resulting in a large DCDE area.
For example, simulations in 0.18µm CMOS technology show that a 1ps resolution requires the
threshold control transistors to have a 10µm channel length. As the threshold control transistors
are connected to the output node of the DCDE, the increased area results in increase in DCDE
power consumption due to the larger capacitance at that node.
3.1.2 DCDEs using adjustable load capacitance
The delay of a CMOS gate is directly proportional to the capacitance at the output node. This ca-
pacitance includes the intrinsic capacitance of the gate, the wiring capacitance, and the input ca-
pacitance of the subsequent stage(s). The delay of the gate can be manipulated by adding/removing
capacitance to/from this node. Two techniques for achieving that have been proposed in the lit-
erature. Both techniques use gate capacitances to achieve delay programmability; one technique
uses bias dependence of gate capacitance and the other uses selectable shunt capacitors . Given
the parallel nature of the capacitance increments, these techniques achieve good step uniformity
when using equal capacitance increments. Because the gate capacitance is proportional to the
width and length of a transistor, the resolution of these techniques is limited by the minimum
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Figure 3.3: DCDE using bias dependence of gate capacitance.
size of a transistor in a particular technology. It is possible, however, to use larger drivers in
order to achieve higher resolution. One of the main drawbacks of these techniques is that the
gate capacitance is non-linear which requires care in designing these DCDEs.
1. DCDE using bias dependence of gate capacitance. The total capacitance at the gate of
an MOS transistor depends on the transistor’s mode of operation. In the linear mode, the
average gate capacitance is approximately one and half times that of the gate capacitance in
saturation mode [19]. References [2, 3] proposed a DCDE based on this phenomena. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.3, showing an inverter driving NOR gates used as a programmable
capacitors. When one of the digital inputs, Dx, is LOW, the average capacitance seen at
node OUT becomes higher than when Dx is HIGH. As a result, the delay of the inverter can
be adjusted based on the value of Dx. The desired number of delay steps can be achieved
by using an equal number of NOR gates at the output of the inverter.
Using the arrangement shown in Figure 3.3, reference [2] reported a 1.55ps resolution
in 0.35µm technology. It should be noted, however, that the capacitance is non-linear
and its variation with the digital input is different for rising and falling signals. As a
result, this delay element has different delay steps for different signal polarities. In 0.18µm
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technology, simulations show that the delay step for a rising signal is three times that of
a falling signal. This could pose a problem for applications requiring equal rise and fall
delays. It is possible to use another type of programmable capacitor or a second stage to
alleviate this problem. This would, however, be at the expense of increasing the minimum
delay step that can be achieved by this DCDE.
This technique gives monotonic delays and achieves good delay step uniformity. Its main
drawback is the large number of transistors needed for each delay step and the associated
area overhead. This is even worse when using three input gates as proposed in [3]. Another
drawback is the power consumption associated with the switching of the gates used as
programmable capacitors. For these reasons, this technique is suitable mainly for cell-
based designs.
2. DCDE using selectable shunt capacitors. In this technique, the capacitance at the output
node is adjusted by multiplexing transistor gates used as load capacitances [7, 10, 21].
This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 showing selectable shunt capacitors using a transmission
gate multiplexer. The load capacitors use both PMOS and NMOS transistors in order to
achieve better capacitance linearity and to equally adjust the delay steps for both rising
and falling signals [10]. As shown in Table 3.1, using this technique, references [7, 21]
reported uniform and monotonic delay steps of 8.5ps in 0.18µm technology. Similar to
the previous technique, this design requires a large number of transistors (six) per delay
step which makes the associated area large. It also suffers from the non-linear nature of the
capacitance at the output node (due to both the transmission gates and the shunt capacitors).
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Figure 3.4: DCDE using shunt capacitors.
3.1.3 DCDEs using adjustable (dis)charge resistance
Instead of adjusting the capacitance at the output node, it is possible to achieve delay programma-
bility by adjusting the resistance in the (dis)charge path. Adjusting the resistance can be achieved
directly by digitally controlling the effective size of the control transistors in the (dis)charge
paths, or indirectly by digitally adjusting the bias of such transistors. Contrary to capacitances,
adding resistance increments in parallel results in a non-linear change in the total resistance.
As a result, adding/removing equal resistance increments in the (dis)charge paths produces non-
uniform delay steps. Careful sizing of the control transistors is needed in order to achieve delay
step uniformity. Moreover, using these techniques, the larger the parallel resistance increment,
the smaller the delay step would be. Hence, DCDEs using adjustable resistances are, in general,
capable of achieving infinitesimally small delay steps either by using smaller transistors widths
or larger lengths. Using larger transistor lengths, however, adds to the parasitic capacitances and
can result in non-monotonic behavior.
1. DCDE using parallel tri-state inverters. A tri-state inverter uses a PMOS and an NMOS
control transistors in order to connect/disconnect the inverter to/from the output node. This
is illustrated in Figure 3.5. When the enable input is high, the control transistors are ON
resulting in normal inverter operation. On the other hand, when the enable is low, both
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Figure 3.5: Tri-state inverter. Figure 3.6: DCDE using tri-state inverters.
control transistors are OFF resulting in a high impedance at the output node. By connect-
ing multiple of these inverters in parallel, the ON resistance of the (dis)charge path can be
modulated using digital control inputs. This is illustrated in Figure 3.6. By progressively
turning the tri-state inverters ON/OFF, the delay of this DCDE can be modulated mono-
tonically and in finite steps. When using equally sized tri-state inverters, the sizes of these
steps decrease with the number of inverters that are ON, resulting in non-uniform steps.
Reference [17] reported that using this design the delay step ranges from 150ps to 10ps in
0.35µm technology. Similar designs were also used in [4, 5, 12].
In order to improve step uniformity, the tri-state inverters need to be sized such that the de-
sign experiences a fixed resistance reduction when an additional tri-state inverter is turned
ON. This is a first order analysis that ignores the impact of parasitic capacitances on the
delay steps. For example, to achieve three uniform steps, the DCDE requires four tri-state
inverters with relative sizes of 3:1:2:6. This sizing ensures a constant resistance step of
1/12 of the resistance of the smallest cell in the design (with relative size “1”). Similarly,
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for four uniform steps, the relative sizes should be 12:3:5:10:30 giving a resistance step of
1/60 of that of a transistor with a relative size of “1”. Reference [22] reported achieving
good step uniformity using multi-fingered tri-state inverters. It is obvious that achieving
uniform steps using this design can require very large transistors. With the switching of
all of these transistors, the associated power consumption can be very large as well. Refer-
ences [12] and [17] reported that the DCOs (built using tri-state inverter DCDEs) consume
85% and 50% of the total design power consumption, respectively.
Instead of using tri-state inverters, reference [13] proposed using a multiplexed inverter
DCDE. This design is shown in Figure 3.7. The outputs of a number of inverters (equal
to the number of steps+1) are connected through an NMOS-only multiplexer. This design
allows the control of both rising and falling edges using three transistors per delay step
(versus six for the tri-state inverter DCDE). An additional PMOS transistor is used to
ensure proper HIGH level at the output node. Similar to the tri-sate inverter DCDE, this
design requires careful sizing of the inverters in order to achieve uniform steps. Its power
dissipation is large due to the large number of inverters. The main advantage of this design
over the tri-sate inverter DCDE is the reduced number of transistors per delay step.
2. DCDE using current-starved inverters with binary-weighted or geometrically-sized
control transistors.
The use of current-starved inverters is one of the popular techniques for designing voltage-
controlled delay elements. The basic structure of a current-starved inverter that indepen-
dently controls the delays of rising and falling inputs is shown in Figure 3.8. Two control
voltages, Vn and Vp, modulate the ON resistance of the control NMOS and PMOS transis-
tors. This in turn results in modulating the delays of the inverter. Reference [8] proposed
using binary-weighted control transistors in order to design a DCDE based on the current-
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Figure 3.7: DCDE using multiplexed inverters.
Figure 3.8: Voltage-controlled
delay element using current-
starved inverter.
Figure 3.9: DCDE using current-starved inverter.
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starved inverter. This design is illustrated in Figure 3.9. Depending on the binary control
code, the equivalent (dis)charge ON resistance is modulated resulting in delay adjustment.
Using this design, the delay steps are non-uniform and decrease with increasing input code
resulting in non-linear delay characteristics.
Another drawback of this design is that it does not guarantee monotonic delay behavior.
This was discussed in detail in [15]. For a rising input, as soon as transistor M1 in Fig-
ure 3.9 turns ON, the charge at the output node is shared with the parasitic capacitances
of the control transistors resulting in a fast drop in the output voltage. The average drain
capacitance is higher when a control transistor is ON. As a result, this charge sharing in-
creases with the input vector resulting in larger than expected delay steps. It is common
in this DCDE design to use large L control transistors in order to achieve small delay
steps. If a control transistor with a large L is turned ON, it produces a larger than expected
delay reduction due to the large parasitic capacitance and the associated charge sharing.
Alternatively, if a control transistor with smaller L is turned ON, it might so happen that
the delay reduction would be smaller (opposite to what is expected for a transistor with
a smaller resistance) due to the smaller parasitic capacitance and the reduced amount of
charge sharing. When this situation happens, this DCDE experiences non-monotonic delay
behavior.
A similar design that uses binary codes and geometric (non-binary) sizing of the control
transistors was proposed in [20]. This design achieves an average delay step of 6ps in
0.13µm technology. Using geometric, non-binary, sizing of the transistors improves the
overall delay linearity but produces non-monotonic changes in the delay steps and, poten-
tially, non-monotonic overall delay behavior. Figure 3.10 shows simulated and measured
delays of this design. Although not clear in the measurement data, simulation results show
the non-monotonic behavior of this design. Moreover, this DCDE design can be affected
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Figure 3.10: Transfer characteristics of DCDE using current-starved inverters with geometric
sizing of control transistors [20].
with the charge sharing problem when using large L control transistors.
One of the important advantages of the DCDE proposed in [20] is the sharing of the control
transistors between two DCDEs. Because the control transistors are only active during the
switching of the DCDE input, it is possible to share these transistors between multiple
DCDEs that have mutually exclusive transition time slots. This feature is applicable to
all current-starved inverters and can significantly reduce the area associated with control
transistors.
3. DCDE using current-starved inverters with indirect delay control using binary-weighted
transistors. One way to overcome the charge sharing problem of the current-starved
DCDEs is to control the ON resistance of the (dis)charge path without affecting the para-
sitic capacitance. This design was proposed in [15] and is shown in Figure 3.11. A con-
trol block is constructed using binary-weighted PMOS transistors and a diode-connected
NMOS transistor. This control block produces a control voltage, Vn, whose value increases
monotonically with the input code. A larger value of Vn reduces the ON resistance of the
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NMOS control transistor in the current-starved inverter resulting in faster switching of the
output node.
Although this DCDE design ensures monotonic delay characteristics, it produces non-
uniform delay steps that decrease with increasing input code. Two factors contribute to
this non-linearity in the code-delay characteristics. The first factor is the negative feedback
effect of increasing Vn. Increasing the input code value causes both the current in the diode-
connected NMOS transistor as well as the control voltage, Vn, to increase. This increase in
Vn causes the drain-source voltage of the PMOS control transistors to decrease, resulting
in a diminished return on current. As a result, the amount of current contributed when a
particular PMOS transistor is turned ON depends on how many other transistors are ON
at the same time. Consequently, the increments in current and control voltage are non-
uniform and decrease with increasing input code. The second factor that contributes to the
non-uniform steps of this DCDE is the inherent non-linear voltage-delay characteristics of
the current-starved inverter.
3.2 DCDE Design Considerations
From this review of the different applications and implementations of DCDEs, the important
features that a DCDE should have can be summarized in the following.
1. Monotonicity and Step Uniformity. One of the most important features a DCDE should
have is monotonic and linear code-delay characteristics. This ensures predictable and sta-
ble behavior. It also facilitates the analysis of designs using such delay cells. For example,
DCDEs with non-monotonic behavior can cause an ADPLL to become unstable, while
non-uniform steps make it harder to calculate its loop gain [17]. Non-monotonic behav-
ior happens in designs that have contradictory factors affecting the delay of the DCDE.
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Figure 3.11: DCDE using current-starved inverters with indirect delay control using binary-
weighted transistors.
Uniform steps can be easily achieved in designs relying on adjusting the load capacitance
while designs using current-starvation are inherently non-linear. Achieving uniform steps
using tri-state or multiplexed inverters requires careful transistor sizing and can have a
large impact on area and power consumption.
2. Resolution. Generally, applications using DCDEs require achieving fine resolutions. Most
of the designs proposed in the literature are capable of achieving infinitesimally small
steps. This could, however, be at the expense of increased area, power consumption or
loss of monotonicity. It should also be noted that such fine resolutions will be prone to
variations due to process mismatch and other non-idealities. Additionally, system jitter
due to device and supply noise can limit the usability of DCDEs with such fine resolutions.
3. Control of Different Edges. Some applications require adjusting both rising and falling
edges of a signal in order to maintain its duty cycle. This requires equal steps for rising
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and falling edges. Others require independent control of rising and falling edges. For
example, references [7,13,21] suggest that timing characterization of performance critical
paths can be done using duty cycle control of the local clocks. Achieving such requirement
is not possible using some of the implementations proposed in the literature (e.g. DCDE
implementations relying on adjusting load capacitance).
4. Area. When a DCDE is required to have a large number of delay steps, special attention
should be given to the area needed for its layout. In addition to a fixed number of transis-
tors, DCDEs proposed in the literature use anywhere between 1 and 6 transistors for every
delay step. This number can be doubled if independent control of rising and falling edges
is necessary. It can also be reduced by half, or more, if the control transistors can be shared
between two or more DCDEs whose inputs have mutually exclusive transition time slots.
5. Power. Some DCDE implementations consume large amounts of power. Others are very
power efficient. Although other design considerations are of higher importance to DCDE
designs, it is always attractive to use more power efficient implementations. This would
be particularly attractive for applications whose power consumption comes primarily from
the DCDEs or those using a large number of these cells.
In the following section, a new DCDE is proposed. The design achieves monotonic and
linear code-delay characteristics. It requires one control transistor per delay step. These control
transistors can be sized in order to achieve infinitesimally small delay steps. The design can be
easily modified in order to allow simultaneous or independent control of rising and falling edges
or sharing of control transistors between multiple DCDEs. In terms of its power consumption,
the proposed design falls half way between very power efficient designs (like the shunt capacitor
DCDE) and power inefficient designs that have many transistors (dis)charing simultaneously.
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Figure 3.12: Schematic diagram of the proposed DCDE.
3.3 Proposed DCDE
The schematic diagram of the proposed DCDE is shown in Fig. 3.12. The DCDE consists of
two basic building blocks: a voltage-controlled delay-element (VCDE) and a digital-to-voltage
converter (DVC). The VCDE is composed of two identical stages each consisting of a static
inverter connected in parallel with a current-starved NMOS block. Using two identical stages
ensures balanced rising and falling edge delays.
The voltage-delay characteristics of the VCDE are shown in Fig. 3.13. For small values
of the control voltage, Vn, the current-starved branches are OFF and the delay of the VCDE is
determined by the static inverter. This gives the maximum delay that can be achieved using the
VCDE. As Vn increases, currents through the current-starved blocks start to increase resulting
in reduced delays. As Vn approaches the supply voltage, VDD, the delay of the VCDE starts to
saturate reaching its minimum value determined by the combined sizes of the static inverters and
the current-starved branches.
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Figure 3.13: Voltage-delay characteristics of the VCDE.
The characteristics in Fig. 3.13 show that there is a region where the VCDE exhibits an
almost-linear Vn versus delay behavior. This is further illustrated by the delay derivative (slope)
characteristics shown in Fig. 3.13. For “perfectly” linear voltage-delay characteristics, the slope
needs to be constant. At point B’ in the derivative characteristics, the slope of the delay derivative
changes it polarity. This means that around this point there is a minimal change in the delay
slope with changing Vn. As a result, if the values of the control voltage, Vn, are confined to the
region around this inflection point, the operation of the VCDE will be limited to this almost-
linear region of the characteristics. This is achieved using the DVC of the proposed DCDE. The
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existing non-linearity can be corrected by proper sizing of the control transistors in the DVC as
will be illustrated in the next section.
The DVC converts a digital code to the value of Vn that produces the desired delay. As shown
in Fig. 3.12, the DVC block consists of a diode-connected NMOS transistor, Mc0, and n + 1 load
PMOS transistors, Md0-Mdn, giving n delay steps for the DCDE. The load transistors control the
current flowing in Mc0 which is then converted to the control voltage Vn. This arrangement is
similar to that used in [15]. The main difference is that the DVC of the proposed DCDE uses
thermometer rather than binary coding. Consequently, the PMOS load transistors are not sized in
a binary-weighted fashion. Instead, the sizing is done in order to prevent the negative feedback
effect of increasing Vn and to ensure delay step uniformity.
The following section discusses design tradeoffs that need to be taken into account when
designing the proposed DCDE. This is done through a design example illustrating the design of
both the VCDE and the DVC.
3.4 Designing the Proposed DCDE
The example VCDE characteristics shown in Figure 3.14 are used to illustrate some of the design
parameters related to the design of the proposed DCDE. In this discussion, TV refers to the delays
of the VCDE and TD refers to the delays of the DCDE. Additionally, the “size” of a transistor
refers to its width/length (W/L) ratio. Hence, making a transistor “smaller” means either reducing
W or increasing L.
Because PVT variations cause the delays achieved by the DCDE to change with changes
in the delay characteristics of the VCDE, it is important that the DCDE is designed such that
the VCDE has a high degree of linearity and that the DVC ensures operation in the almost-
linear region of the VCDE delay characteristics. The operating region is determined by the
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Figure 3.14: VCDE design example.
minimum and maximum Vn generated from the DVC which correspond to the maximum and
minimum DCDE delays, TDmax and TDmin. These voltage values (given by points A and B in
Figure 3.14) are chosen such that they give minimum slope deviation with respect to the slope of
the voltage-delay characteristics at the inflection point B. Some important observations regarding
the example shown in Fig. 3.14 and the design of the VCDE are given below.
1. Points A and C give the voltage and delay range of the DCDE. These two points should be
chosen such that the corresponding delays give the required delay range and that the delay
slopes at these two points are equal. This ensures minimum slope deviation from the slope
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at the inflection point and gives best linearity for a given VCDE characteristics and DCDE
delay range. In this example, A and C are chosen such that the DCDE would have a delay
range of 35ps.
2. The maximum non-linearity that the DCDE would exhibit is determined by the difference
in the delay characteristics’ slopes between point B and either of points A or C. For the
example shown in Figure 3.14, this is equal to 32fs/mV. This difference can be used to
compare the non-linearity of different VCDE designs for a given delay range. Another
way to perform this comparison is to find the delay range corresponding to a fixed degree
of non-linearity. The larger that range, the better the linearity of the VCDE would be.
3. As will be explained in section 3.4.2, the DVC is used to linearize the DCDE delay char-
acteristics. As a result, the actual DCDE characteristics would be a straight line between
points A and C with a slope that can be estimated to be roughly equal to the slope of the
delay characteristics at point B. This can be used to estimate the average Vn step corre-
sponding to the required delay step. For the example shown in Figure 3.14, the slope at
point B is equal to 0.268ps/mV. For a delay step of 5ps, this slope corresponds to an aver-
age voltage step of 18.66mV. Points A and C are chosen such that the DCDE would have
a delay range of 35ps. The corresponding voltage range is 140mV, giving a DCDE delay
characteristics slope of 0.25ps/mV, a value close to the estimate given by the slope at B.
4. For a given delay range, the larger the slope at B, the smaller the average voltage step
would be. This results in larger sensitivity of the DCDE to variations in Vn. On the other
hand, the smaller the slope at B, the larger the voltage step and consequently the Vn range
would be. This requires the DVC to produce larger values of Vn and increases the static
current flowing in the DVC resulting in larger overall power consumption of the DCDE.
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3.4.1 VCDE Design
There are many trade-offs that need to be taken into account when designing the VCDE used in
the proposed DCDE. These trade-offs affect the delay range of the DCDE as well as the linearity
of the delay characteristics within that range. They also affect area and power consumption of
the DCDE. These design trade-offs and their impact on designing the VCDE are summarized in
the following.
1. The size of the NMOS transistor in the static inverter, M2, determines the maximum delay
of the VCDE, TVmax . The minimum VCDE delay, TVmin , is determined by the sizes of this
transistor as well as the transistors in the current-starved NMOS block. The difference
between these two delays should be chosen in order to achieve a reasonable delay range
for the DCDE with high linearity.
2. The smaller the size of transistor Mc1, the better the linearity of the VCDE would be. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3.15 showing the voltage-delay and delay-derivative characteristics
of the VCDE for four different sizes of Mc1 and an M3 size of 15 times the minimum
size. The figure also shows the delay ranges (given by points A and C) corresponding
to a non-linearity of 20fs/mV in the delay characteristics for all four sizes of Mc1. As
shown in the figure, smaller sizes of Mc1 result in larger delay ranges for the same amount
of non-linearity, i.e better linearity of the delay characteristics. The figure also shows
that with smaller Mc1 the inflection point happens at larger values of Vn. This means
that the improved linearity due to smaller Mc1 comes at the expense of increased power
consumption of the DCDE as the DVC needs to create larger values of Vn. It should be
noted that the sizing of Mc1 has a minimal impact on the power consumption of the VCDE.
This is because, although larger Mc1 causes larger currents to flow in the VCDE, these
currents flow for a smaller period of time due to smaller delays. It should also be noted
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Figure 3.15: Impact of the size of Mc1 on the voltage-delay characteristics of the VCDE for
(W/L)3/(W/L)min = 15.
that smaller sizes of Mc1 result in larger absolute delays of the DCDE, and consequently
larger delay uncertainty due to process variations.
3. For a fixed size of transistor Mc1, making transistor M3 larger improves the linearity of
the voltage-delay characteristics of the VCDE. This is illustrated in Figure 3.16 showing
the VCDE characteristics as well as the delay ranges corresponding to a non-linearity of
20fs/mV for four different sizes of M3 and an Mc1 size of 15 times the minimum (W/L).
As shown in the figure, these delay ranges increase with increasing the size of M3. The
improvement in linearity becomes minimal when the size of M3 exceeds a critical size,
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Figure 3.16: Impact of the size of M3 on the voltage-delay characteristics of the VCDE for
(W/L)c1/(W/L)min = 15.
(W/L)3critical . For this critical size, M3 becomes large enough so that the current of the
current-starved branch is controlled by Mc1 for all values of the control voltage Vn. It
should be noted that the improvement in linearity with larger M3 comes at the expense of
smaller average Vn step. This is because of the larger slope of the VCDE characteristics
at the inflection point. More importantly, larger sizes of M3 cause a proportional increase
in the power consumption of the VCDE. Simulations show that sizing M3 at the critical
(W/L) provides a good trade-off between linearity, Vn step, and power consumption.
4. If the size of transistor M3 is much smaller than that of Mc1, M3 controls the discharge
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Figure 3.17: Impact of the relative size of Mc1 and M3 on the minimum delay of the VCDE, TVmin
(Vn=VDD).
current in the current-starved block resulting in larger TVmin . This is illustrated in Fig. 3.17
showing the impact of the size of M3 on TVmin for two different sizes of Mc1. As M3
becomes larger, TVmin decreases until it reaches a minimum when the size of M3 reaches
(W/L)3critical . At this critical value, Mc1 starts to control the discharge current of the current-
starved NMOS block. When the size of M3 is increased beyond this critical value, TVmin
starts to increase due to the increased capacitive loading at node X.
5. Due to the body effect on transistor M3, it is expected that (W/L)3critical would always be
larger than (W/L)c1. However, this is only true a long as the increase in delay due to the
capacitive loading of larger M3 does not out-weigh the reduction in its resistance. If that
is not the case, (W/L)3critical can be equal or even smaller than (W/L)c1. Fig. 3.17 shows that
when (W/L)c1 is only 5 times the minimum W/L, the critical size of M3 is 9 times as much.
On the other hand, when (W/L)c1 is 25 times the minimum W/L, the critical size for M3 is
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actually smaller than the size of Mc1.
Taking these trade-offs into account, the VCDE can be designed in order to achieve the de-
sired delay range with the desired linearity, while achieving acceptable area and power consump-
tion. Following the design of the VCDE, the DVC is designed in order convert the digital input
codes to control voltage levels that produce the desired DCDE characteristics.
3.4.2 DVC Design
Designing the DVC requires knowledge of the minimum and maximum control voltage values
that produce the maximum and minimum delays of the DCDE. The DVC is then designed so that
the DCDE would have the required number of linear delay steps between these two delay limits.
Ideally, the diode-connected transistor, Mc0, should be identical in size to Mc1 in order to
provide good matching between these two transistors. However, if the power consumption of
the DVC (due to static current flowing in Mc0) is a concern, Mc0 can be made smaller in order
to reduce this current. This would also require scaling the load transistors Md0-Mdn accordingly,
which might cause an increase in the area of these transistors (due to larger L) if very small delay
steps are needed.
The gate of transistor Md0 is connected to ground ensuring a minimum amount of current
which also corresponds to the required minimum Vn and maximum DCDE delay, TDmax. All the
other load transistors are controlled by a thermometer code digital word. Using thermometer
code ensures a monotonic and linear code versus delay characteristics of the DCDE. If binary
code is used and assuming that Md1 is sized so that, when ON, it would add a certain amount
of current, I, and that Md2 would add 2I, the current added when both transistors are ON would
be less than 3I. This is attributed to the fact that the PMOS load transistors are operating in the
linear region. Hence, larger current results in larger Vn (i.e. smaller VDS for these transistors)
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M1,M4 M2,M5 M3,M6 Mc1,Mc2
2/0.18 0.5/0.18 4.75/0.18 5/0.18
(a)
Mc0 Md0 Md1 Md2 Md3 Md4 Md5 Md6 Md7
5/0.18 5.455/2.2 1.455/2.2 1.575/2.2 1.73/2.2 1.895/2.2 2.085/2.2 2.33/2.2 2.605/2.2
(b)
Table 3.2: Sizes of the transistors in the (a) VCDE and (b) DVC used to design a DCDE with
seven delay steps of 5ps each.
which in turn reduces the actual current added by these devices. Using thermometer code, on the
other hand, ensures that when an additional transistor in turned ON, it can be sized in order to
compensate for the reduction in the current produced by the already-ON transistors and to add the
required additional current. As a result, transistors Md1-Mdn are sized such that each transistor is
slightly larger than the one to its right. The sizing is done such that when an additional transistor
is turned ON, it provides the required reduction in the delay of the VCDE. This allows the sizing
of these transistors be used to linearize the code-delay characteristics in the operating region of
the VCDE. The smaller the W/L of the PMOS load, the smaller the delay step would be. As
there is no limit on how small the W/L of a transistor can be, the proposed design of the DCDE
has no limit on how small the delay step could be.
3.5 Simulation Results
The proposed DCDE has been designed in 0.18µm CMOS technology such that it would have
seven equal delay steps of 5ps for the typical process and supply voltage and a temperature of
27oC. This gives a total delay range of 35ps. The characteristics of the VCDE used in this
example design are the ones given in Figure 3.14 with TDmax and TDmin chosen to be 163 and
128ps. The sizes of the transistors used in this design are given in Table 3.2
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Figure 3.18: Delay characteristics of the proposed DCDE.
Simulation results for this DCDE are presented in Figure 3.18. The leftmost half of the figure
shows the eight DCDE operating points superimposed on the VCDE delay and delay-derivative
characteristics. The curves show simulation results for three operating conditions; typical (TT
process, 40oC, and 1.8V VDD), slow (SS process, 100oC, and 1.62V VDD), and fast (FF process,
27oC, and 1.98V VDD). As shown by the delay derivative characteristics, even with extreme PVT
conditions, the DCDE operating points fall in the area around the inflection point. This means
that the DCDE would maintain the linearity of its delay characteristics with these variations.
This is illustrated in the rightmost half of Figure 3.18, showing the code-delay and delay step
characteristics of the DCDE.
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Figure 3.19: Monte Carlo analysis of the impact of process variation on the DCDE delay step.
For the typical condition, the DCDE has delay steps ranging from 5.1 to 5.19ps with an
average of 5.15ps. With PVT variations, the average delay step can be as high as 7.8ps for
the slow condition and as low as 3.65ps for the fast condition. These variations are consistent
with the variations in the absolute delays of the DCDE. As shown in Figure 3.18, for the slow
condition, the absolute delays range from a TDmax of 246.8ps to a TDmin of 192.1ps while for the
fast condition, these delay values are 121.5 and 96ps, respectively. Monte Carlo analysis of the
DCDE shows that with process variations the delay step has a standard deviation of 393fs. These
results are shown in Figure 3.19 for 1000 runs of Monte Carlo analysis.
In order to estimate the DCDE jitter due to device noise, jitter simulations have been per-
formed using the methodology described in [18]. In order to obtain the worst case estimate of
jitter, these simulations were performed with the DCDE input code set to achieve the largest
DCDE delay. Based on these simulations, the rms value of the device contribution to jitter was
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Figure 3.20: Schematic diagram of the controlled-current DCDE.
found to be 0.138ps. In reality, it is expected that the DCDE jitter would be higher than this value
due to supply noise and other sources of timing uncertainties.
Although the DCDE maintains the linearity of its delay characteristics with PVT variations,
the delay step changes in the same fashion in which the absolute delays change with such vari-
ations. These changes in the step size can be undesirable for some applications that require the
DCDE to have a fixed step regardless of PVT variations. The DCDE design can be modified
in order to provide the ability to adjust the delay step based on the PVT condition. A possi-
ble implementation of the modified DCDE is illustrated in Figure 3.20. This controlled-current
DCDE (CC-DCDE) is based on adjusting the currents through the PMOS transistors in the DVC
in order to achieve the desired step size. The design uses the same VCDE as the original DCDE.
It also uses the same Md0 and Mc0 transistors in the DVC. This ensures that TDmax (given by point
A in Figure 3.14) stays the same as the original DCDE design. Each of the remaining PMOS
transistors in the DVC is replaced by two PMOS transistors, one transistor acting as a current
mirror (Mdi) and the other acting as a switch (Msi), with i ranging from 1 to n. The current mirrors
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Md1-Mdn are controlled by a diode-connected PMOS transistor, Mdn+1. The relative sizes of these
transistors are determined in the same fashion used for sizing the PMOS load transistors in the
original DCDE design. The size of Mdn+1 is chosen to be equal to that of Mdn. The sizes of the
PMOS switches, Ms1-Msn+1, are chosen such that they are larger than the current mirrors. This
is important so that these transistors would not limit the current through the different branches.
These transistors are controlled by the digital code of the DCDE. When the input to any of these
switches is LOW, the current flowing in that branch would be equal to the current in Mdn+1 (Idn+1)
scaled by the ratio of the sizes of the current mirror of that branch and the diode-connected tran-
sistor, Mdn+1. By adjusting the value of Idn+1, the delay step of the CC-DCDE can be adjusted
accordingly.
These changes have been implemented in the DCDE described earlier resulting in a CC-
DCDE with seven delay steps that can be adjusted to achieve an average delay step of 5ps under
different PVT conditions. Figure 3.21 shows the code-delay and delay step characteristics of the
CC-DCDE under typical and extreme PVT conditions. For these simulations, the current I8 is
adjusted to achieve the required average delay step. Comparing Figures 3.18 and 3.21, it is clear
that the delays for code “0” are the same for both designs. All other delays of the CC-DCDE are
adjusted to achieve the desired step. From the comparison, it is also clear that the adjustment in
the delay step comes at the expense of the linearity of the code-delay characteristics. The loss of
linearity is attributed to the shifting of the delay operating region with respect to the inflection
point. For the CC-DCDE, the delay step ranges from 4.4ps to 5.7ps for the slow condition and
from 4.5ps to 5.55ps for the fast condition. This means that using this CC-DCDE, the individual
delay steps can be adjusted to within 14% of the desired average step of 5ps.
It is possible to use the CC-DCDE to achieve programmable delay steps. However, code-
delay characteristics would exhibit high linearity only for the intended delay step of the design.
This is illustrated by the simulation results in Figure 3.22. The figure shows the code-delay
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Figure 3.21: Simulation results of the CC-
DCDE under typical and extreme PVT condi-
tions with I8 adjusted for an average delay step
of 5ps.
Figure 3.22: Simulation results of the CC-
DCDE under typical PVT conditions with five
values of I8 giving average delay steps of 1, 2,
5, 7, and 8ps.
characteristics of the CC-DCDE under typical conditions for five different values of I8. These
values are chosen to achieve average delay steps of 1, 2, 5, 7, and 8ps. As shown by the delay
step characteristics, the further away from the target (5ps) the delay step is, the more non-linear
the code-delay characteristics would be. For an average step of 2ps, the maximum deviation is
22%. This value increases to 30% for an average step of 1ps. Similarly, for an average delay
step of 7ps, the maximum deviation is 16% which increases to 27.5% when trying to achieve an
average step of 8ps. It should be noted that it is possible to correct this non-linearity by shifting
the delay characteristics back around the inflection point. This can be achieved by separately
adjusting the current through Md0.
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3.6 Experimental Results
The proposed DCDE and CC-DCDE have been implemented on a test chip in 0.18µm CMOS
technology. The chip micrograph is shown in Figure 3.23. The chip includes 6 delay elements,
DE0-DE5, connected in a delay chain whose input is supplied through an input buffer (IP). The
input to IP is supplied from an off-chip digital signal source. DE0 is a VCDE used to condition
the input to the subsequent DCDEs. DE1 and DE2 are two DCDEs each designed with 7 delay
steps of 5ps. DE3 and DE4 are the corresponding CC-DCDEs. DE5 is a VCDE used to obtain the
voltage delay characteristics of the VCDE used in the two versions of the DCDE. The outputs
from the six delay elements are buffered and fed to a 6-1 multiplexer (MUX). One of the six
outputs is selected by the MUX to feed the output buffer (OP). The select inputs of the MUX
as well as the digital codes of the four DCDEs are stored in a control shift register (SR) which
accepts input data serially. The VCDE occupies an area of 130µm2 divided between its two
stages. The DVC’s area is 250µm2 for the DCDE and 440µm2 for the CC-DCDE.
The inputs of the control SR are supplied from an Agilent VXI test system which also sup-
plies the input signal of the delay chain. The output of the output buffer is monitored using an
Infiniium 54853A digital storage oscilloscope. In order to obtain accurate delay measurements,
it is important to eliminate the jitter of the output waveform. This is done by averaging the output
signal over a larger number of measurements. The testing is done by storing the required test
vector using the control SR and observing the output signal on the scope. In order to compare
the delays of one of the DCDEs for different codes, the output for a given code is stored using
the waveform memory function of the scope. The code is then modified and the new output is
compared to the stored waveform.
In order to obtain the voltage-delay characteristics of the VCDE, the control voltage Vn of
DE5 is adjusted using an off-chip voltage source and the corresponding delays are recorded.
These results are shown in Figure 3.24 along with the simulated voltage-delay characteristics of
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Figure 3.23: DCDE and CC-DCDE chip micrograph.
the VCDE for typical PVT conditions. As shown in the figure, the measured delays are larger
than those obtained from simulations. This indicates that the PVT conditions at which the chip
is operating is on the slower side of the typical PVT conditions. As a result, it is expected that
the average delay step of the DCDE would be larger than the intended 5ps. This is illustrated by
the DCDE (DE2 on the chip) measurement results presented in Figure 3.25. Because the scope
can store a maximum of four waveforms, these results are taken over two sets of measurements.
Figure 3.25(a) presents the delay steps for codes 0 to 3 and Figure 3.25(b) presents the steps for
codes 3 to 7. The relative delays of these waveforms were measured using the delay measurement
function of the scope. As shown in the figure, the delay steps range from 5.15ps to 5.64ps with
an average of 5.39ps. The maximum deviation from this average is 4.6% which can be attributed
to mismatch between the PMOS control transistors as well as measurement uncertainty.
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Figure 3.24: Simulations vs. measurement results of the voltage-delay characteristics of the
VCDE (DE5 on the test chip).
Jitter measurement for the DCDE was performed by measuring jitter at the input and output
of DE2 when the input codes are set to give maximum DCDE delays. The rms jitter at these
two nodes was measured to be 5.33ps and 5.42ps respectively. From these results, the rms jitter
contribution of DE2 is estimated to be 0.98ps. This number is much larger than that estimated
from device noise simulations (0.138ps). The larger jitter contribution can be attributed to supply
noise and coupling between signal lines. The output driver used in the test chip shares the same
supply and ground pins with the rest of the chip. This leads to larger supply noise and larger
jitter. Additionally, the six inputs to the MUX are routed using parallel lines resulting in crosstalk
between these signals. Jitter on one signal results in variation in coupling with adjacent signals
and results in increased timing uncertainty.
Experimental results for the CC-DCDE were obtained using DE3 on the test chip. The first set
of results were obtained by finding the value of I8 that produces an average delay step of 5ps for
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the CC-DCDE. As shown in Figure 3.21, simulations predict this value to be 44µA for the typical
PVT conditions. Because the chip is operating at slower PVT conditions, it is expected that
the corresponding value of I8 would be smaller than what is predicted by simulations. Through
measurements, this value was found to be 41µA. Figure 3.26 shows the output waveforms of DE3
for all values of the input code as well as the relative delays of these waveforms as measured by
the scope. Figure 3.27 shows experimental results for the CC-DCDE for two additional values
of I8. For I8 = 25µA, the average delay step of the CC-DCDE is 3ps, while I8 = 5µA gives an
average delay step of less than 1ps.
These results shows that the proposed DCDE can be used to achieve small linear delay steps
which makes it attractive for many applications. The following chapter demonstrates using this
DCDE in designing a high-precision phase aligner for application in clock deskewing.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, a DCDE based on current-starved inverters has been proposed. The design uses a
VCDE that has an almost-linear region in its voltage-delay characteristics. By confining the oper-
ation of the VCDE to this region and by proper design of the DVC, excellent step uniformity can
be achieved even with PVT variations. In addition to the transistors used in the VCDE and two
transistors in the DVC, the design requires one transistor per delay step. Using current-starved
inverters for delay control allows the design to be easily modified in order to have independent
control of rising and falling edges. It also allows the control transistors to be shared between
different DCDEs which can help reduce area and power consumption. Using this DCDE, an
average delay step of 5.39ps has been demonstrated experimentally in 0.18µm technology.
By adjusting the currents in the DVC, the CC-DCDE can be used in order to adjust the
average delay step of the proposed DCDE. This comes at the expense of step uniformity. It
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should be noted, however, that the deviation from the average step is much smaller than the
non-uniformity of earlier designs. Using the CC-DCDE, sub-1ps step has been demonstrated
experimentally.
Simulations and experimental results demonstrate that the proposed DCDE is capable of
achieving precise, monotonic, and linear delay characteristics which makes it attractive in many
applications. Some of these applications include all-digital DLLs, DCOs used in all-digital PLLs,
timing generators for ATEs, and phase aligners used for deskewing applications.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.25: Measurement results of the DCDE (DE2 on the test chip) for (a) codes 0 to 3 and
(b) codes 3 to 7.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.26: Measurement results of the CC-DCDE (DE3 on the test chip) for I8 = 41µA for (a)
codes 0 to 3 and (b) codes 3 to 7.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.27: Measurement results of the CC-DCDE (DE3 on the test chip) for codes 3-7 for (a)
I8 = 25µA and (b) I8 = 5µA.
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Chapter 4
An All-Digital Phase Aligner with sub-2ps
Resolution for Clock Skew Management
This chapter presents an all-digital phase aligner (ADPA) based on the DCDE design presented
in Chapter 3 and a PVT tolerant phase detector. Phase aligners have applications in different
domains in which synchronization between two signals is essential for correct system operation
and for achieving performance goals. This could be needed for signals propagating between two
chips or for signals on the same chip. Examples of the former include high speed interfaces for
microprocessors and memory busses [25, 28, 30]. One of the most important examples of the
later is on-chip clock deskewing.
When synchronizing signals between two chips, the phase adjustment that would be needed
tend to be a large percentage of the clock cycle, or even multiple of clock cycles. This is because
of the large signal delays through output drives, bond wires, packages, and board traces. For that
reason, phase aligners used in such cases need to have a large adjustment range and DLLs are
normally used for synchronizing signals in these situations [30]. Several all-digital DLL-based
approaches for chip-to-chip synchronization have been proposed in the literature [3,11,15,25,30]
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For on-chip phase alignment and when the phase difference range is small, area and power
consumption can be saved by using a phase aligner with a limited range. On the other hand, phase
alignment for high-speed applications requires the resolution for the phase aligner to be high in
order to achieve maximum performance gains. The goal of the work presented in this chapter is
to develop a high-precision all-digital phase aligner for on-chip clock deskewing applications.
4.1 Clock Skew Management Techniques
Clock skew can be defined as the difference between the arrival times of the clock signal at dif-
ferent points at the same level of the clock distribution network. As described in [20], a positive
skew between two interacting storage devices (i.e. the clock of the destination arrives later than
that of the source) has the potential of allowing the circuit to operate at a higher clock frequency
but makes it more prone to hold time violations and race conditions. On the other hand, negative
skew reduces the probability of race conditions but allows smaller time for logic evaluation and
hence reduces performance. Because logic can have data flowing in either direction of clock
distribution, it is not always possible to take advantage of either types of skew. In modern high-
speed circuit, designing clock distribution networks with minimal clock skew is the preferred
design practice [20].
Many different sources contribute to clock skew. They were categorized in [10] as systematic,
random, low-frequency, and high-frequency effects. References [5, 10, 18, 23] present details of
these different effects.
1. Systematic sources of skew include differences in nominal wire lengths between the clock
source and destination registers and differences in nominal clock delays due to load differ-
ences. Temperature gradients can also lead to systematic skew. The skew contribution of
these sources can be estimated using circuit simulators.
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2. Random sources of skew are related to on-die process variations. These variations affect
both active buffers and passive clock distribution interconnects. Buffers experience varia-
tion in different parameters such as channel lengths and threshold voltages. Interconnects
can have variations in parameters such as wire resistivity, dimensions, and dielectric thick-
ness.
3. Low-frequency sources cause slow drifts in clock skew. Temperature changes are one of
the most important sources of this skew component.
4. High-frequency sources are normally related to power supply noise causing clock jitter
which can be viewed as a special form of clock skew [10].
Modern high-speed custom designs are now operating in the multi-gigahertz regime. Addi-
tionally, today’s high-speed ASIC designs are becoming more like yesterday’s custom designs.
These trends towards higher performance are accompanied with trends towards larger uncertain-
ties in the fabrication of nanometer devices [2]. Moreover, with higher levels of integration, die
sizes are growing [29] which means that the clock network has to cover increasingly larger areas.
All these trends make managing clock skew an essential requirement for current and future high
speed designs.
One methodology for clock skew management in high-speed circuits relies on using global
clock grids that connect the outputs of a large number of clock drivers. One example for such
technique is the Alpha 21264 microprocessor implemented in 0.35µm technology [1, 7]. The
global clock distribution network of this microprocessor is depicted in Figure 4.1. The 600MHz
clock is generated from a lower frequency input clock using the PLL. This clock is then driven
to the center of the chip and then forwarded to a set of distributed clock drivers arranged in
the form of four “windowpanes”. The outputs from these drivers are then shorted using a grid
covering the entire chip area. This arrangement results in clock skew for the global clock of 72ps
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Figure 4.1: Clock distribution of the Alpha 21264 microprocessor [1].
(obtained from simulations). Another example for using the same methodology is the Power4
microprocessor [22]. In this design a balanced and carefully tuned clock tree drives a global
clock grid that covers the entire chip area. Reference [22] reports that using this methodology
the worst case clock skew due to across-chip variations is 70ps.
Although global clock grids are simple to implement and can effectively minimize clock
skew, they have some important drawbacks. They do not account for process variations and
require detailed timing analysis. The use of grids requires large use of metal resources and a sig-
nificant amount of power to drive the clock signals across the chip-wide grid. This becomes even
more problematic with power consumption of clock distribution networks becoming a significant
percentage of the total power consumption of high-speed circuits [5]. Additionally, global clock
grids allow only for localized clock gating [22] which can complicate the clock gating hardware
and limit the potential for power reduction through clock gating.
An alternative methodology for skew management is used in [6, 12, 16, 26, 27, 29] and is
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Figure 4.2: Clock distribution of the Itanium microprocessor [27].
illustrated in Figure 4.2. This methodology relies on dividing the chip into different clock do-
mains (or regions) each having a domain clock that controls one functional block or a number of
functionally related blocks. Within each clock domain, a low-skew methodology (balanced tree,
grid, etc.) is used for the intra-domain clock distribution. Because the size of the clock domain
is much smaller than that of the whole chip, it is much more feasible to achieve low levels of
skew within the domain. A global clock tree delivers the clock signal to the various domains with
active deskew buffers adjusting the skew between all the domain clocks. Clearly, this methodol-
ogy is more complicated to implement but it offers many benefits. It does not require chip-level
detailed timing analysis of the clock distribution as the clock deskew buffers will automatically
adjust the skew between the domains. Such analysis would still be needed at the domain level
which is much easier to do. The methodology allows for domain-level clock gating. When the
deskew buffers are implemented using all-digital phase aligners (ADPAs), they can be used for
skew debugging and timing characterization. They can also be used to improve performance by
inserting intentional skew at strategic locations [13].
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Figure 4.3: Basic architecture of an all-digital phase aligner.
The basic architecture of an ADPA is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Two DCDLs are used to adjust
the relative delays of the two input clocks, PHI1 and PHI2. The two delay lines form a differen-
tial (or vernier) delay line allowing for fine adjustment of the relative delays of the two inputs.
Depending on the implementation of the DCDLs, a combination of a register/counter and/or a
decoder could be used to provide the digital control inputs for the DCDLs. For example, if the
DCDLs use thermometer coding, only a shift register would be needed [6]. Alternatively, an
UP/DOWN counter followed by a binary-to-thermometer decoder could be used. The delayed
clocks, CLK1 and CLK2, are sampled using the phase detector (PD) which provides correction
signals to the controller. In its basic form, the controller generates the control signals for the reg-
ister/counter. It can also be used to implement additional functions. For example, the controller
can be designed such that the input clocks are sampled at a lower rate. This can be useful in
order to allow the PD more time to produce valid outputs if it enters a metastable state [27]. The
controller can also be used to implement a digital low pass filter that adjusts the DCDLs delays
based on a number of consecutive samples instead of an individual sample. This can be useful to
prevent the ADPA from adjusting the delays based on the variations due to the jitter of the input
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Ref. Process Frequency Deskew Total
(GHz) resolution (ps) skew(ps)
[6] 0.25µm – 12 15
[27] 0.18µm 0.8 8.5 28
[29] 0.18µm 1.2 10 <30
[12, 13] 0.18µm 0.1-4GHz ? <20
[26] 130nm 1.5 7 7
[16] 90nm 0.1-2.5 1 <10
Table 4.1: Performance data for designs using deskew-based methodology.
clocks. It can be seen from Figure 4.3 that the accuracy of delay adjustment depends mainly on
the resolution of the DCDLs and the accuracy of the PD, both of which are strong functions of
PVT variations.
Table 4.1 summarizes performance data for a number of designs using the deskew-based
methodology. Deskew resolution represents the delay step of the DCDLs used in implementing
the phase aligner (DLL in reference [29]). As shown in Table 4.1, the total skew is often larger
than the DCDL delay step. One source of the additional skew is the offset of the PD due to
random process variations. The other source is skew accumulation between different deskew
buffers. When the chip area is (relatively) small, a small number of deskew buffers would be
needed and the domain clocks are aligned with one reference clock propagated to all domain
buffers. This arrangement was used in references [26, 27, 29]. Under these circumstances, the
total skew would be limited to the accuracy of the DCDLs and the PD. On the other hand, when
a large number of deskew buffers is needed, clock deskewing need to be done in a hierarchical
manner which results in skew accumulation across the hierarchy of deskew buffers [12, 16].
From the previous discussion, it is clear that achieving precise phase alignment depends on
designing high-resolution DCDEs and PDs that will maintain their precision under PVT varia-
tions. The following section presents an ADPA that uses the DCDE presented in Chapter 3 and
a PVT tolerant PD.
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Figure 4.4: Architecture of proposed all-digital phase aligner.
4.2 Proposed All-Digital Phase Aligner Design
Figure 4.4 shows the architecture of the ADPA presented in this work. It consists of two DCDLs,
two bi-directional shift registers, a phase detector, and a controller. Details of the design of the
main components are presented in the following sections.
4.2.1 Digitally-Controlled Delay Lines and Related Control Circuitry
The DCDLs are designed using the DCDE proposed in Chapter 3 after reducing its delay step
from 5ps to 2ps and increasing the number of step per DCDE from 7 to 15. This gives a total
delay range of 30ps under typical conditions. As can be predicted from the data in Figure 3.18,
this number would increase to 3.12ps under slow conditions. If this value is not acceptable for
some target application, the DCDE design can be easily modified in order to achieve the desired
(smaller) delay step. The number of DCDEs used in each of the DCDLs determines the phase
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alignment range. In this work, seven DCDEs were used in each of the delay lines, giving a
nominal phase alignment range of ±210ps. This is also a design variable that depends on the
target application.
Mismatch between the DCDEs can cause the delay step to be different from one code to the
other within the same DCDE. Such variations would be very limited as they are related only to
the mismatch between the currents supplied by the PMOS load transistors in Figure 3.12. On
the other hand, mismatch between the different DCDEs, can cause much larger variations in
the delay steps. Such uncertainties can cause the ADPA to have non-uniform phase adjustment
steps. However, such non-uniformity does not impact the resolution of the ADPA as the delay
step would always be limited to the worst case delay step achieved under slow conditions. The
impact of such variation would mainly be on the phase adjustment range achieved by the ADPA.
The DCDLs are controlled using bi-directional shift registers. Each of the two registers has
105 flip-flops whose outputs are connected to the control inputs of the DCDEs. Multiplexers at
the inputs of the flip-flops allow the control word to be shifted to the left or the right depending
on the values of the direction control inputs (SL/SRB). When shifting left, zeros are appended to
right of the control word, while if shifting right, ones are appended to the left. If the direction
input is HIGH, the register performs a shift-left operation resulting in a larger number of zeros
in the input code of the DCDL. This results in smaller delays for that DCDL. On the other hand,
shifting to the right results in a smaller number of zeros and larger delays.
The direction inputs are supplied from the controller block. These two signals (UP and DN)
are mutually exclusive in the sense that, when the shift registers are clocked, only one of these
two signals would be HIGH. This ensures that the two registers would always be shifting in
opposite directions. The clock for the shift registers, SR CLK, is generated by ORing the UP
and DN signals, ensuring delay adjustment only when the difference between CLK1 and CLK2
is resolvable by the PD (i.e. either UP or DN is HIGH). This approach ensures correct timing
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of the SR CLK with respect to the UP and DN signals. In order to ensure delay adjustment by
only one DCDE delay step at a time, only one of the two shift registers need to be shifting at any
time. This is achieved using the enable inputs of the shift registers, EN. The top shift register is
always enabled. However, when all values stores in this shift register are equal (i.e. all ones or
all zeros), shifting in the same direction that caused this situation does not change the contents
of this register. On the other hand, the EXOR feeding the EN input of the bottom shift register
detects this situation and allows that shift register to start shifting in the opposite direction.
4.2.2 Phase Detector with Redundancy for PVT Tolerance
A phase detector samples two input signals and produces outputs that reflect the phase relation-
ship between the two inputs. Many different types of phase detectors have been used in the
literature [3, 6, 9, 17, 19, 24, 28]. In some phase detector designs, the two inputs see identical
delays in all sections of the phase detector resulting in the ability of the design to resolve very
small phase differences, limited by the potential of metastability and sampling offsets. On the
other hand, some phase detector designs have two sections with imbalanced delays seen by the
two inputs in each section. This creates a guard band (also called dead zone) around the in-
puts, such that when the phase difference is within this guard band, it will not be “seen” by
the phase detector. A guard band is not desirable for charge-pump based phase correction cir-
cuits as it opens the feedback loop and stops phase correction when the phase error is within
the guard band [21]. The opposite is true for all-digital phase correction circuits. Because of
the finite phase adjustment step, a guard band that is slightly larger than the adjustment step is
desirable [4]. It ensures system stability by preventing further phase correction when the phase
error is less than the delay step. If that is not the case (i.e. if the guard band is smaller than
the adjustment step), phase correction for a difference that is slightly larger than the guard band
can cause an adjustment that would trigger a correction in the opposite direction. This situation
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causes deterministic jitter to be added to the output signals.
Process variations introduce offset in the phase detector’s characteristics and can seriously
degrade the accuracy of phase detection. For example, reference [8] reported that the offset of 64
arbiters implemented in 0.35µm CMOS was in the range of -30 to +40ps. For a similar design
implemented in 0.18µm technology, the offset was reported to be in the range of +3 to +16ps (for
32 arbiters). Additionally, temperature and supply variations can cause changes in the size of the
guard band resulting in variations in the accuracy. Such variations can result in reduced accuracy
with improved stability (for larger guard bands) or improved accuracy and reduced stability (for
smaller guard bands).
Reference [14] suggested using redundancy to improve the accuracy of phase detection by
implementing multiple copies of the PD and selecting the ones with lower offsets. The selec-
tion is done using code density-based calibration. Such calibration would need to be repeated
when temperature or supply conditions change, which may not be attractive for clock deskewing
applications.
This work proposes implementing redundancy in the phase detector in order to alleviate the
loss of accuracy that can result from PVT variations. The technique is fully autonomous and
does not require calibration. The basic (i.e without redundancy) phase detector used in this work
is chosen to be of a type that has a guard band and is similar to those used in [4, 6]. The focus
of this work is not on the particular phase detector, rather it is on using redundancy to improve
accuracy. These ideas can be extended to other types and structures of phase detectors.
The basic phase detector used in this work is shown in Figure 4.5. It consists of two D flip-
flops (DFFs) with each input clock (CLK1/CLK2) connected to the clock input of one DFF and
the D input of the other. The DFF is taken from a standard cells library and has a nominal rising-
input setup time (tsu) of -15ps. As the setup time of the flip-flop is what determines the size of
the guard band, buffers are added to the inputs in order to provide the ability to adjust the setup
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Figure 4.6: DFF setup time vs. PVT variations
time (and hence the guard band) by skewing the delays of the clock and D inputs of the DFF. In
the following discussions, setup time refers to the modified, rather than the original, setup time
of the DFF.
Nominally, the setup times of both DFFs would be identical and can be either positive, neg-
ative, or zero. When both setup times are zero, there is no guard band and the phase detector
in Figure 4.5 behaves in the same way as an arbiter or an SR latch. When both setup times are
positive, the PD would have a guard band whose width is equal to the setup time. This means that
when the phase difference between CLK1 and CLK2 is less than the setup time, neither DFFs
would switch to HIGH (after being initially reset to LOW) and the PD will not resolve the phase
difference. Alternatively, if both DFFs have negative setup times, a phase difference that is less
than the absolute value of the setup time causes both Qa and Qb to switch to HIGH, and, again,
the PD will not resolve the phase difference. In both of these situations (positive and negative
setup times), a phase difference that is larger than the absolute value of the setup time causes
only one of the two outputs to switch to HIGH, depending on which of the two clocks is lagging.
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If CLK1 lags CLK2 (by more than the setup time), Qa switches to HIGH, and vice versa. From
this discussion, it is clear that the setup times of the DFFs determine the accuracy of the phase
detector. Maintaining small DFFs’ setup times is essential for maintaining high resolution for
phase alignment.
In order to understand the impact of PVT variations on the DFFs’ setup time, the DFFs have
been designed to have a setup time of 3.5ps (slightly larger than the worst case delay step from
the DCDLs) for the TT process, 27oC, and nominal VDD. The DFF has then been simulated at
different process corners1, temperatures, and supply voltages. Figure 4.6 shows the variations
in the setup time under these conditions. All simulations were done at nominal supply, except
the two points with the smallest and largest setup times which were obtained using a supply
voltage that is 10% less than nominal. As shown in the figure, going from the SS corner at 27oC
and low VDD to the SF corner at 100oC and low VDD, the setup time of the DFF changes from
-3.5ps to 15ps. These results indicate that in order to maintain system stability, the design has
to guarantee that the setup time of the DFF is larger that the worst case delay step under all
possible PVT conditions. This means, for example, that the characteristics in Figure 4.6 need
to be shifted upwards so that the lowest point (SS, 27oC, low VDD) happens at 3.2ps or more.
Clearly, achieving that would be at the expense of loss of resolution, which would then take any
value from 3.2ps to 21.7ps, depending on the PVT condition.
It is arguable that, when the phase aligner is capable of guaranteeing a small phase adjust-
ment step (e.g. 3.2ps), if the guard band of the phase detector becomes smaller than the delay
step, the added deterministic jitter would be much smaller than the system jitter and would have
minimal impact on system performance (compared to the benefit of adjusting the phase with high
accuracy). Additionally, some techniques can be used in order to alleviate the possible instability
due to phase corrections. Examples include turning phase correction off after lock condition is
1Only corner simulations were available at the time of designing the test chip.
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detected or making phase correction based on the history of a number of samples rather than an
individual sample [27].
Based on this discussion, the target accuracy of the phase detector has been changed from
3.2ps to 2ps. In order to guarantee a high probability of achieving the desired target accuracy,
an array phase detector (APD) is used. The APD consists of a number of phase detectors with
skewed setup times. This redundancy ensures that a subset of the PDs would be active (i.e.
have a small guard band) under a possible range of PVT conditions, such that all ranges of PVT
conditions would be covered with high accuracy by at least one PD. The number of PDs to be
used in the APD poses a trade-off between accuracy and design complexity. More PDs increase
the probability that a given target accuracy will be achieved, but it comes at the expense of area
and added complexity of the associated control hardware.
From the data of Figure 4.6, it is observed that the variations in the setup time has a total
range of 18.5ps. It is also observed that under nominal conditions (TT, 27oC, nominal VDD), the
setup time has a total spread of approximately 8ps. Based on this data, an APD has been designed
to have five PDs with nominal setup times spread at 4ps intervals. One of the PDs is designed to
have a nominal setup time of 2ps. All other PDs are placed around this PD in an arrangement that
will result in proper shifting of the APD characteristics under PVT variations. This arrangement
is depicted graphically in Figure 4.7 showing the setup time characteristics of one set of (five)
DFFs used in the APD. The other set of DFFs have the same phase characteristics. The second
set of curves in Figure 4.7 represent the characteristics under nominal temperature and supply
voltage. Under such conditions, PD2 and PD3 would be the phase detectors providing phase
information. When the supply voltage drops to 1.62V, the setup time characteristics shifts to
the left (smaller setup times) and PD4 contributes to providing phase information. Similarly,
when the temperature increases to 100oC, PD0, PD1, and PD2 would be the phase detectors
contributing to phase information. If at 100oC the supply voltage drops to 1.62V, PD0 and PD1
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will provide the phase information.
Ideally, all PDs should give consistent phase information. This means that, if one of the five
PDs indicates that, for example, CLK1 leads CLK2, each of the other four will either indicate the
same phase relationship or indicate that it is not able to resolve the phase difference. Because of
mismatch between the DFFs and the overlap in the setup time characteristics, it is possible that
two PDs would give opposite phase difference indications. For this reason, the ADPA’s controller
uses majority voters in order to produce phase correction signals.
4.2.3 ADPA Controller
The ADPA controller accept the outputs from the APD and produces the phase correction signals
UP, DN, and SR CLK. It also produces the PD Reset input of the APD. The schematic diagram
of the controller is shown in Figure 4.8. The controller inputs, Qa and Qb are the two 5-bit
words produced by the APD. As can be seen from Figure 4.5, Qa and Qb are the outputs of the
DFFs that take CLK1 and CLK2 as their input clocks, respectively. Two majority voters decide
whether a phase correction is to take place and if so they decide on the direction. If the number
of ones in Qa is larger than the number of ones in Qb, the output of the top majority voter would
be HIGH driving the UP signal HIGH, while the DN signal would be LOW and vice versa.
The two majority voters guarantee that only one of the UP and DN signals can switch HIGH
after a sample is taken. Drivers are used to supply the UP and DN signals to the 105 flip-flops in
the respective shift registers (Figure 4.4). The SR CLK is generated from the UP and DN signals
using the NOR gate. Because the UP and DN signals drive the direction selection multiplexers
in the shift registers, a MUX is used to delay the SR CLK signal in order to ensure that the UP
and DN signals arrive at the shift registers before the SR CLK signal. The SR CLK signal is
then inverted and driven to the 210 flip-flops in the two shift registers allowing phase correction
to take place. The SR CLK is then used to generate the reset input to the APD allowing a new
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Figure 4.7: Setup time characteristics of the array phase detector under PVT variations.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic of the ADPA controller.
sample to be taken. Figure 4.9 shows the timing relationship between the various signals in the
ADPA.
4.3 ADPA Simulation Results
The proposed ADPA has been designed in 0.18µm CMOS technology. With ASIC design being
a target application, the design makes extensive use of standard cells. The only exceptions to this
are the DCDEs and the buffers used to adjust the setup times of the APD DFFs. Extensive sim-
ulations were performed in order to verify correct timing and functionality under different PVT
conditions. Simulations show that the ADPA’s nominal feedback loop delay is 2.5ns. Referring
to Figure 4.9, this is the delay from the transition of the earliest of CLK1 and CLK2 until the
PD Reset signal is de-asserted (to HIGH). Allowing a safety margin of another 0.5ns, this means
that the ADPA is able to take a sample and make a phase adjustment (if needed) once every 3ns.
This means that for frequencies higher than 333MHz, the ADPA will take a sample once every
multiple clock cycles. From the point of view of metastability, such large delay is considered
to be advantageous as it allows more time for the system to resolve its output in case the APD
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Figure 4.9: Timing relationship between ADPA signals.
enters a metastable state [6, 27]. This comes at the expense of the total number of cycles needed
to align the two clocks.
A simulation example that shows the operation of the ADPA with input frequency of 1GHz is
presented in Figure 4.10. This example is set up in order to show how the ADPA would respond
to a sudden change in the phase relationship that causes the polarity of the phase difference
between the two clocks to be reversed. Before running this simulation, CLK1 was set to lead
CLK2 by approximately 50ps and the ADPA was simulated until the two clocks were aligned.
This resulted in the initial values of the control voltages of the two DCDLs shown at 0ns in
Figure 4.10. Because CLK1 was lagging, the ADPA caused the control voltage of two of the
DCDEs in the CLK1 DCDL to increase (one after the other) until the two clock were aligned.
Because the CLK2’s shift register was not enabled, the control voltages of the corresponding
DCDL all remained at their minimum values. At the beginning of the simulation shown in
Figure 4.10, the relative delays between CLK1 and CLK2 are adjusted so that CLK1 leads CLK2
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by 50ps. This is shown in the close-up view (before alignment) in the top left corner of the figure.
Once the ADPA detects this situation, it start sampling the two clocks and asserting the DN
signal once every three clock cycles. The UP signal remains LOW throughout this simulation.
Because only the CLK1 shift register is enabled at this point, every sample taken by the ADPA
causes an additional “1” to be shifted from the left side of DCDL1 (Figure 4.3) reducing the
control voltages of DCDL1 and increasing the delay of CLK1, bringing it closer to CLK2. This
operation continues until the CLK1 shift register stores all ones, at which point the CLK2 shift
registers is enabled and zeros start to get shifted from the right side of this shift register. This
results in the control voltages of DCDL2 to increase (one after the other) reducing the delay of
CLK2 and bringing it closer to CLK1. This operation continues until the two clocks are aligned
and no additional correction signals are generated. This is shown in the close-up view at the top
right corner of Figure 4.10.
4.4 Chip Implementation and Experimental Results
The proposed ADPA has been implemented in 0.18µm CMOS technology. The chip micrograph
is shown in Figure 4.11. The chip is pad-limited with a total area of 2.25mm2. The area used
for the various components of the ADPA is 0.1154mm2. An input buffer is used to drive the
ADPA inputs, PHI1 and PHI2. In order to observe the inputs and outputs of the ADPA, four
output drivers have been implemented on the test chip. The topmost drivers are used to drive
PHI1 and PHI2, with the possibility of multiplexing either of the two signals to either of the two
drivers. This arrangement is used in the testing in order to extract away differences in the delays
of the output drivers, bond-wires, and PCB traces. Similarly, the bottom drivers are used for
either CLK1 and CLK2. A control shift register is used to store the control signals of the four
multiplexers.
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Figure 4.10: Simulation example for the ADPA at 1GHz.
The chip is tested by providing input clocks from an Agilent VXI test system which allows
the relative delays of the inputs to be adjusted in steps of 1ps. An Infiniium 54853A digital
storage oscilloscope is used to observe and measure the delays of the inputs and outputs of the
ADPA. As was done in the testing of the DCDE, averaging and waveform memory were used to
obtain accurate delay measurements.
The PCB used for testing the design was implemented as a two layer board which is not
suitable for high speed operation. Because of this limitation and the limitations of the output
drivers, the ADPA was tested at an input frequency of 150MHz. Example measurement results
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Figure 4.11: ADPA test chip micrograph.
are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13 showing ADPA inputs and outputs for phase differences of
+123.8ps and -158.4ps (relative to PHI1) at the nominal supply voltage of 1.8V. In both cases,
the ADPA adjusts the phase difference between the output to less than 2ps. Similar results were
obtained under various values of the supply voltage ranging from 1.6 to 2V. For the nominal
supply voltage, measurements show that the tested ADPA has a phase alignment range of -264ps
to +247ps (compared to the nominal ±210ps) which corresponds to an average DCDE delay step
of 2.43ps. At a supply voltage of 1.8V and an input frequency of 150MHz, the ADPA consumes
12mW of power.
Jitter contributions of the DCDLs were estimated by measuring DCDL1’s input and output
jitter when it has maximum delay (which corresponds to maximum jitter contribution). The rms
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.12: Measurement results for PHI1 leading PHI2.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.13: Measurement results for PHI1 lagging PHI2.
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input and output jitter values were measured to be 4.866 and 4.994ps resulting in a maximum
DCDL rms jitter of 1.123ps. This value translates to a maximum ADPA rms jitter of 1.59ps.
It also indicates that the rms jitter contribution of the individual DCDE (each DCDL has seven
DCDEs) is 0.424ps. This value is smaller than that obtained from the DCDE chip in Chapter 3.
This can be attributed to using separate supply and ground pins for the chip core and each of the
output drivers which reduces the core supply noise considerably.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, an ADPA for clock deskew applications has been proposed. The design uses the
DCDE proposed in Chapter 3 with a delay step of 2ps. Redundancy is used in the phase detector
in order to provide PVT tolerance and increase the probability of achieving high accuracy under
such variations. Simulation and experimental results demonstrate that the design is capable of
achieving sub-2ps resolution in 0.18µm technology. The design makes extensive use of standard
cells which makes it attractive for ASIC applications.
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A 6-bit Flash Time-to-Digital Converter
A time-to-digital converter (TDC) converts the time difference between two input signals or
events into digital code. It has a wide range of applications including time-of-flight detec-
tion [21], laser range finding [25], temperature sensing [8], medical imaging [40], high-energy
physics experiments [5], and optical characterization of CMOS circuits [39]. In recent years,
TDCs have been used in all-digital PLLs and DLLs to provide phase and frequency detec-
tion [12,38,43]. One of the most common application domains for TDCs is in the area of test and
measurement. TDCs are used for performance characterization of systems-on-chip (SoCs) [24],
for jitter and skew measurement [7, 23], and for on-chip timing characterization of I/Os [42].
They are also used for timing control in different test equipment including oscilloscopes, logic
analyzers, and signal generators [26, 37].
5.1 Review of Time-to-Digital Converter Implementations
Many analog and digital techniques have been used for TDC implementation. Analog tech-
niques rely on converting time into a voltage level using a time-to-amplitude converter (TAC).
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The TAC is then followed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) [35,40] or an analog content-
addressable-memory (CAM) [14]. Although the analog techniques can achieve high measure-
ment precision, they have some important drawbacks that make them less attractive from the
point of view of modern high-speed digital systems. These drawbacks include large area and
power consumption [41], requirement of good analog processes and difficulty of integration us-
ing standard digital processes [11], longer conversion time, and sensitivity to noise [20].
The simplest digital technique for time measurement uses a counter to measure the number
of clock cycles that lapse between two events. This technique is simple to implement, has a
wide measurement range, but has a low resolution. Many digital techniques that can achieve
a much higher resolution have been proposed in the literature. Such techniques can be used
independently or can be combined with a counter in order to achieve a large measurement range
with high resolution. Following is a summary of the high-resolution digital time measurement
techniques. A comprehensive review of such techniques was presented in [20].
1. Delay Line Technique. The delay line technique is based on sampling the input signal
using shifted versions of a reference signal created using a delay line. In order to stabilize
and calibrate the delay of the delay elements, a DLL [2] or a PLL [3] can be used. In
another variation, the sampling phases are created using a ring oscillator [27]. The delay
line technique is simple and achieves good linearity but its resolution is limited to the delay
of the basic delay cell. The conversion rate of the delay line technique is limited by the
total delay through the delay line. Its INL1 is limited by the mismatch between the delay
elements and the sampling offset of the sampling circuits (usually flip-flops). Addition-
ally, long delay chains allow noise to accumulate in the delay line. In [33], the delay line
approach was used for measuring on-chip timing uncertainty. In 130nm technology, the
1Integral non-linearity (INL) is the maximum deviation of the TDC transfer characteristics from a straight line
that goes from the smallest through the largest codes. INL is a measure of the accuracy of the TDC measurement
characteristics.
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Figure 5.1: TDC based on the Vernier delay line [17].
design achieves an LSB of 8ps and an accuracy of 9ps. In another design, a delay resolu-
tion of 20ps with an INL of 0.7 LSB was demonstrated in 90nm CMOS technology using
inverters as the delay cell [38]. Because time measurement in the delay line based tech-
niques does not require any processing of the signals (e.g counting), they are sometimes
referred to as “flash” TDCs.
2. The Vernier Delay Line (VDL). The VDL technique improves the resolution of the ba-
sic delay line by using two delay lines in a differential arrangement. One delay line is
designed with faster delay elements than those used in the other delay line. This arrange-
ment is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Because of the differential nature of the delays, the im-
pact of mismatch is higher than in the case of a single delay line. The VDL has similar
conversion time and noise accumulation characteristics. Using VCDEs, references [15]
and [1] demonstrated resolutions as low as 25ps and 18ps in 1.2µm and 0.35µm technolo-
gies, respectively. Using two DLLs to stabilize the delays of the VDL was demonstrated
in [13, 17].
3. Sampling Offset TDC (SOTDC). The SOTDC eliminates the delay lines used for the flash
TDCs and relies on exploiting the random variations in the sampling offset of the flip-flops
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to provide high-resolution delay measurement [16, 24]. Although the SOTDC is capable
of achieving very high resolution, this resolution can not be predicted at design time and
has to be estimated through calibration. Additionally, because of the limited offset due
to process variations, the dynamic range of the SOTDC is limited and also can not be
predicted at design time.
4. “The Vernier” Technique. According to reference [20], the Vernier technique for time
measurement (which should be differentiated from the VDL, although the two have many
similarities) is the first fully digital time measurement technique. It was proposed in [4]
which presented an implementation using discrete components. Implementations in bipo-
lar and CMOS technologies were presented in [28] and [7], respectively. As illustrated in
Figure 5.2, the technique is based on expanding the time difference between the START
and STOP signals. Two triggered ring oscillators with slightly different frequencies (which
determines the resolution of the TDC) and two counters are used to measure the time dif-
ference between the two inputs. References [7, 28] used only one counter with a phase
detector. The Vernier technique effectively eliminates the problem of mismatch between
delay elements; only one delay element per ring oscillator is used. It offers attractive area
and power consumption characteristics. However, these advantage come at the expense of
increased measurement time. In order to reduce conversion time, reference [7] suggested
using a combination of the delay line and the Vernier techniques to form an array of con-
verters, which offsets the area and power advantage of the Vernier technique. As indicated
in [7], although the mismatch problem is eliminated, noise in the Vernier-based TDC is
still additive.
5. Pulse Shrinking (Stretching) TDC. In this technique, the width of a pulse that represents
the time difference between the two inputs is adjusted by feeding the pulse through a set
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Figure 5.2: Circuit and operation example for time measurement using the Vernier tech-
nique [20].
of delay elements with imbalanced rise and fall time [31, 32]. The number of elements
needed to cause the pulse of vanish is proportional to the original width of the pulse. In
a 0.5µm technology, the pulse shrinking technique was used to achieve a resolution of
50ps [21] using a DLL for calibration. Similar to the VDL, the main drawbacks of the
pulse shrinking technique are long conversion times [38], noise accumulation [31], and
non-linearity due to mismatch [9]. In order to reduce the non-linearity, a cyclic version of
the pulse shrinking TDC has been proposed [9, 41]
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6. TDC with Hierarchical DLLs. Reference [25] suggested the use of hierarchical DLLs
in order to achieve high measurement resolution with a small number of delay elements.
In 0.8µm technology and using a two level interpolator, a 92ps LSB was achieved using
32 delay elements and a reference clock frequency of 85MHz. This design is illustrated
in Figure 5.3. The second level of interpolation uses parallel delay lines that use shunt
capacitors to adjust the delay of the individual delay lines. A replica-based calibration is
provided using DLL2. Using multi-level interpolation, resolutions of 30 and 12.2ps were
achieved in 0.6 and 0.35µm technologies [18, 26].
7. Interpolation using weighted averaging of delays. This technique is an extension to
the delay line with DLL technique. Sub-gate delays can be achieved by averaging the
delays of two delay cells whose delays differ by one gate delay. In a 25GHz fT silicon
bipolar process, this approach achieved an LSB of 15.625ps [22]. References [23, 44]
used digital calibration of the weights in order to achieve high precision and reduce non-
linearity. Calibration codes were stored in SRAM cells. For example, the design presented
in [23] allows for a delay tuning step of 1.6ps. The design also uses offset compensation
for the sampling comparators. Sampling offset is further reduced using redundancy by
eliminating the comparators with larger offsets. In 0.18µm CMOS technology, the design
operates at 700MHz and achieves an 8ps resolution
From this review, it can be seen that many of the techniques proposed in the literature are
capable of achieving high resolution time measurements. However, because of the target appli-
cations, most of the proposed architectures focus on achieving large dynamic range rather than
high conversion rate. High conversion rates are essential for performing real-time on-chip tim-
ing measurements. Measuring on-chip skew requires both a high resolution and a high sample
rate [34]. This is important in order to capture intermittent and sporadic timing failures. For
measuring jitter using on-chip test techniques (e.g BIST jitter measurement), many techniques
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Figure 5.3: Block diagram of a TDC with two level interpolating DLLs [20].
use under-sampling with the assumption that, due to the random nature of jitter, such techniques
can still give a correct estimate of jitter in the system. In a statistical analysis supported by exper-
imental results, reference [6] showed that such techniques give an incorrectly optimistic measure
of the actual jitter values.
5.2 Proposed TDC Architecture
The goal of this work is to implement a TDC architecture that would be capable of achieving
very high conversion rate for real-time on-chip time measurement. When performing such mea-
surements, it is possible for the measured delay to be either positive or negative (skew, e.g) and
hence the TDC implementations should support both positive and negative delay measurements.
For implementing high speed analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), it is a common practice
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to use the flash architecture. For example, references [10] and [36] demonstrate flash ADCs with
1.3 and 1.6Gsample/s in 0.35µm and 0.18µm CMOS technologies, respectively. On the other
hand, there is little published work on using the same flash architecture for high conversion rate
TDCs. References [16, 24] suggested building a flash TDC that takes advantage of the offset
of the sampling flip-flops. As discussed earlier, this design can operate at very high speeds but
suffers from small and unpredictable dynamic range.
In a flash ADC, the level of the input signal is compared to a number of reference voltage
levels resulting in a thermometer digital code. This code is then converted to a more compact
digital representation such as binary or gray codes. The proposed architecture of the flash TDC
follows this model of ADC design and is illustrated in Figure 5.4 for a 6-bit TDC. The TDC
measures the delay of the input signal, INP, with respect to the reference signal, REF. These
two inputs feed 63 delay stages (ST0–ST62) each consisting of two delay lines and an arbiter.
The difference in delays applied to the two inputs and the corresponding delay thresholds that
the stages can discriminate in multiples of LSB (delay resolution of the TDC) are as shown in
the figure. For example, ST3 delays REF by 1 LSB and INP by 29 LSB. As a result, this stage
causes the delay of INP seen at i2 of the arbiter A3 to be skewed by 28 LSBs with respect to the
delay of REF seen at i1 of A3. If the original delay of INP with respect to REF is -28 LSB, the
delayed versions would be seen at the arbiter as happening at the same time. This means that
ST3 has a delay threshold of -28 LSB and its output (and the outputs of all arbiters to its left)
would be HIGH if tREF − tINP is less than -28 LSB. The outputs of all other arbiters would be
LOW resulting in a thermometer code at the input of the latch and encoder block. After the latch
stores the outputs of the arbiters, the code is then converter to gray or binary representation using
the encoder.
There are some observation regarding this TDC architecture:
1. The delays of the signal paths are limited to the delay lines, the arbiter, and the latch. If
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Figure 5.4: Proposed TDC architecture.
these blocks are designed with small delays, this TDC can operate at a high conversion
rate.
2. The two input signals drive a number of stages equal to 2n, where n in the number of bits
in the output. Drivers might be needed in order to maintain an adequate rise and fall times
of these two inputs.
3. Skew between the two inputs can cause a static error in the measured delay. Addition-
ally, skew between the inputs to the different stages can introduce non-linearity and affect
measurement precision.
4. Because the inputs propagate through the stages in parallel, noise does not accumulate. If
the stages are designed to have small delays, noise impact on measurement precision can
be negligibly small.
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5. Due to the open loop nature of the design, PVT variations can cause variation in the delay
resolution of the TDC. Consequently, characterization would be essential. Alternatively, a
replica-based calibration of the delay step can be used if the delay lines support delay step
adjustment.
6. Mismatch can cause the stage delays to deviate from the ideal values and the arbiters to
have sampling offsets. This results in nonlinearity in the TDC characteristics which affect
its precision. For real-time measurements, it is essential that the precision of the TDC be
≤ LSB [20]. If that is not the case, calibration techniques can be used to adjust the delays
and compensate for the nonlinearity.
7. As shown in Figure 5.4, for each of the REF and INP signals, two stages delay them by
equal delays. For example, both of stages ST2 and ST3 delay REF by a differential delay
of 1 LSB. Similarly, both of ST3 and ST4 delay INP by 29 LSBs. This means that the
number of delay lines can be reduced by half if each of them is shared between two stages
in the TDC. The only exceptions to this are the 31 LSBs delay lines of both REF and INP
(in ST0 and ST62, respectively).
A 6-bit TDC that uses the architecture in Figure 5.4 has been implemented in 0.18µm CMOS
technology. The main goal of this experiment is to demonstrate the high conversion rate possible
through this implementation. Although, a very small LSB has been targeted, no calibration
features were included in this preliminary experiment. However, the design is made such that
calibration features can be easily included in future experiments.
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5.3 Proposed TDC Implementation
Figure 5.5 illustrates the TDC implementation. It uses 64 delay lines to adjust the delays of the
REF and INP signals. In order to reduce the number of delay lines used, each of the delay lines
feeds two latched arbiters (LAs). The delay lines are implemented using the DCDE proposed
in chapter 3. Although the digital input codes for DCDEs are hard-wired in the design, using
this DCDE allows the design to be easily modified in order to allow for calibration in future
experiments. Modifying the DCDE to the CC-DCDE version allows the delay step to be adjusted
using replica-based calibration. Additionally, adjusting the input codes of the DCDEs allows for
linearity correction of the TDC characteristics.
The delay step of the DCDEs is chosen to be 2.5ps (the TDC’s LSB). For this 6-bit TDC
implementation, the delay lines needs to be able to provide 31 uniform delay steps (0-31 LSBs
as shown in Figure 5.5). Uniformity of the delay steps is important in order to maintain the
linearity of the TDC transfer characteristics (under ideal conditions). Because this range is much
larger than what can be achieved using the VCDE used in chapter 3, every delay line uses two
DCDEs, one with 16 delay steps and the other with 15 resulting in a 31-bit thermometer code.
When this code is set to all 0s, the delay line gives the smallest delay which corresponds to a
differential delay of 0 LSB. This setting is used in DL1 and DL62 as shown in Figure 5.5. On
the other hand, when the code is set to all 1s, the delay of the delay line is at its maximum which
corresponds to a differential delay of 31 LSBs. This setting is used for DL0 and DL63. Between
these two extremes, the codes of the delay lines are set in order to give differential delays at the
inputs to the arbiters that range from -31 to +31 LSBs resulting in a TDC measurement range
of ±77.5ps. As each of the REF and INP signals drive 32 delay lines, a four inverter buffer is
used for each of them. The four inverters are sized to achieve minimum delay with each inverter
3-4 times the one at its input [30]. The use of these drivers has the potential of introducing skew
between the two inputs and between the same input as seen at the input of the different delay
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Figure 5.5: TDC implementation.
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the
latched arbiter.






















Figure 5.7: Metastability characteristics of the
latched arbiter under typical conditions.
lines. Careful layout of these drivers is important in order to minimize the skew.
The latched arbiter used in this design is built using a CMOS arbiter [16] followed by an
SR latch (two cross-coupled NAND gates). The schematic diagram of the arbiter is shown in
Figure 5.6. When both inputs i1 and i2 are LOW, nodes X and Y are pre-charged to HIGH
using transistors M1 and M4. This allows the SR latch to keep the value it has previously stored.
It also causes transistors M2 and M5 to be ON and the arbiter to be ready to receive the input
transitions. Depending on which of the two inputs switch to HIGH earlier, one of nodes X and
Y switches to LOW forcing the NAND gate on the opposite side to have a HIGH output and
the other to have a LOW output. For example, if i2 switches from LOW to HIGH earlier than
i1, transistor M6 starts to turn ON before M3 and node Y starts to discharge before node X. The
earlier discharging of node Y causes M2 to turn OFF which stops the discharging of node X and
allows M1 to restore the voltage level at this node to HIGH while Y continues to discharge until it
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become LOW. A HIGH on X and a LOW on Y force the SR latch’s output, OP (which is also the
LA’s output), to be HIGH. Due to metastability, the delay of the LA depends on the difference in
the delay between i1 and i2. The smaller the delay, the more time it takes for the LA to produce
a valid output. This is illustrated in Figure 5.7, showing the delay of the arbiter’s output as the
input delay changes from -1 LSB to +1 LSB (-2.5ps to +2.5ps). In order to capture the correct
output from the arbiter, enough time need to be allowed for its evaluation. This, however, can
significantly reduce the conversion rate of the TDC. A good tradeoff is to allow enough time that
would result in correct output if the delay is larger than a small fraction of the LSB.
The TDC contains 63 arbiters (LA0-LA63) whose outputs T62.....T0 constitute the ther-
mometer code representation of the measured delay. Two dummy arbiters (LA d) are used to
balance the load at the outputs of DL0 and DL63. A read-only memory (ROM) encoder is used
to convert the thermometer code to 6-bit gray code. The encoder uses a three input NAND gate
for single bubble error removal [19]. In order to achieve high speed operation, the ROM en-
coder is designed using dynamic CMOS logic. Flip-flops are used to store the outputs of the
encoder and a clock module is used to generate the clock signal, ROM CLK used for the ROM
and the output flip-flops. The clock is generated internally using the inputs signals REF and INP.
This self-timing approach allows the TDC to operate at very high conversion rates. To achieve
the smallest conversion time, the ROM CLK transition should happen as soon as all bits in the
thermometer code have settled to the values corresponding to the time to be measured. Due
to the potential increase in delay due to metastability, the timing of ROM CLK should be such
that some margin is allowed for the additional delay. Because the delay lines have different de-
lays, the timing of the ROM CLK need to take into account the worst case delay from inputs to
thermometer code.
The clock is generated by ANDing the two input signals resulting in a LOW-to-HIGH tran-
sition that follows the latest of the two inputs. This transition feeds the clock module which is
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identical to the delay lines used in the TDC and has all of its digital inputs set to 1s. This causes
the clock module to have a delay that is equal to the largest delay line delay (equal to the delay
of DL0 and DL63). The output from the clock module feeds an arbiter and a four inverter buffer
whose delay is equal to the buffer used for REF and INP. Using this arrangement, the total of
the clock module, arbiter, and clock buffer delays would be equal to the largest delay that would
be experienced by the latest of the two inputs REF and INP (excluding additional delays due to
metastability). The delay of the AND gate is used to set the delay margin allowed for metastable
behavior. In this design, the AND gate delay is set to a nominal value of 300ps. As shown in
Figure 5.7, this value allows enough time for the LA to resolve a minimum input delay difference
of ±0.5ps (1/5 LSB).
Extensive simulations of the proposed TDC have been performed in order to verify its func-
tionality at different operating conditions. Using the proposed architecture, a 6-bit TDC design
in 0.18µm CMOS technology is capable of achieving a conversion rate as high as 1.5GSa/s under
typical conditions. It is expected, however, that this rate would decrease in actual implementation
due to supply noise, skew, jitter, and other source of uncertainty. Device noise simulations show
that the maximum rms jitter of the TDC delay lines is 0.24ps.
5.4 Chip Implementation and Test Setup
This section describes the implementation of the proposed 6-bit TDC on a test chip in 0.18µm
CMOS technology. The block diagram of the test chip is shown in Figure 5.8. In order to
allow for high-speed inputs, an input buffer is used to generate the inputs of the TDC from a
small signal sinusoidal input, ACINP. This small signal input is terminated using an on-chip 50Ω
resistor connected to the input of a CMOS buffer (two back-to-back inverters). If the DC level of
ACINP is set to the threshold level of the first inverter, the buffer converts the small signal input
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Figure 5.8: Block diagram of the TDC test chip.
into a high-speed digital signal. Two voltage-controlled delay-lines (VCDLs) are used to create
the TDC inputs, REF and INP, from this high speed signal. The input delay is adjusted by setting
the values of the VCDLs control voltages, Vre f and Vinp, off-chip. This arrangement effectively
eliminates the impact of the jitter on the small signal input.
In order to characterize the TDC performance, a mechanism for measuring the input delay
has to be provided. In order to achieve that, the TDC inputs, REF and INP, are multiplexed
and driven off-chip using an output driver. Multiplexing the two signals ensures that the path
followed by both of them through the output driver, bond-wire, package pin, PCB trace, and
scope probe is the same. Such arrangement eliminates many source of measurement uncertainty
but requires storing one of the two signals and then observing the other on the scope.
Because of the limitations of the speed of the logic analyzer used for testing the TDC, a deci-
mation filter is used to reduce the rate of the TDC outputs. The filter consists of a programmable
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Figure 5.9: TDC row layout for rows 37 and 38.
counter and two registers. The counter is capable of dividing the ROM CLK (created internally
within the TDC and used for the ROM in Figure 5.5) by 4, 16, 64, or 256. It can also provide
full-rate outputs if necessary. The first of the two registers is used to sample the TDC outputs
at the rate of the counter’s output clock, OPCLK. A gray-to-binary conversion logic is used to
convert the sampled outputs into binary code which is then stored using the second register. This
register feeds the output drivers that drive the TDC outputs off-chip. OPCLK is also driven off-
chip and is used to verify the correct operation of the counter and as a trigger input to the logic
analyzer used to monitor the TDC outputs.
It is important that care is taken in doing the layout of the TDC in order to minimize the
potential impact of skew, supply noise, and crosstalk on its operation. The layout is done in 64
identical rows based on the diagram in Figure 5.5. The area of each row is 220×15.5µm2. The
layout of rows 37 and 38 is shown in Figure 5.9. In order to minimize the skew of the REF and
INP signals, their buffers are implemented using distributed inverters. The last three inverters
in these buffers are distributed over the 32 stages fed by each of the two signals. The outputs
of these inverters are shorted together in order to minimize skew. This requires having long
metal lines that extend over the height of the TDC (approximately 1mm). In order to minimize
coupling with other metal layers, these metal lines are implemented using the next-to-top metal
layer. Additionally, the metal lines carrying the buffered REF and INP signals are isolated using
GND lines in order to minimize coupling between the two signals. The layout is done such that
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the two signals see exactly the same lengths of metal lines in all buffer levels.
As shown in Figure 5.9, the latched-arbiter is placed halfway between each two adjacent
delay lines. The clock buffer for ROM CLK is also implemented using distributed inverters
spread across the 64 TDC rows. Each row has one VSS line routed halfway through the row
and two VDD lines routed at the top and bottom sides of the row. The adjacent VDD lines from
neighboring rows are not connected together across the length of the row. The connection is
made at the two ends of the rows where the VDD and VSS lines are connected to decoupling
capacitors forming a VDD/VSS grid. This arrangement ensures minimal interaction between
supply and ground lines of adjacent rows and minimizes the potential of supply noise coupling.
The TDC chip micrograph is shown in Figure 5.10. The total chip area is 3.75mm2. The chip
is pad-limited with the TDC occupying an area of 0.23mm2. Separate VDD and VSS pins have
been used for unrelated parts of the test chip. Each of the TDC, the decimation filter, and the
output drivers have their own supply and ground pins. This is important in order to prevent the
supply noise in the decimation filter and the output drivers (which are included for test purposes
only) from propagating to the TDC. Additionally, it allows the current drawn by the TDC to
be measured independently. Due to the inductance of the bond wires and the package, the chip
includes a large amount of decoupling capacitors. The decoupling capacitors allow the supply
grid to have a faster response to sudden changes in the TDC current and help reduce the supply
noise.
The PCB used for mounting the TDC chip has been designed with considerations for high-
speed operation. The PCB has four layers with the two internal layers used as supply and ground
planes. This provides proper return paths for high-speed currents and also provides additional
decoupling for high-speed supply noise. The supply and ground planes were split into a number
of sections according to the division of chip supply and ground pins. The different sections of the
ground plane were connected using ferrite beads providing isolation for high-frequency noise.
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Figure 5.10: TDC chip micrograph.
Separate DC sources were used for the different supply plane sections. In order to minimize
reflection, the PCB traces used for the high-speed input, ACINP, were designed to have a 50Ω
characteristic impedance.
Figure 5.11 shows the test setup used for the TDC chip. An R&S SMT03 signal generator
generates the high frequency input signal. This signal is biased to the logic threshold of the input
buffer (approximately VDD/2) using a bias-T. Vre f and Vinp (Figure 5.8) are generated on-board
using a variable resistor operating as a voltage divider. A noise, ramp, or low frequency sinusoid
can be added to Vinp using the AC/Noise functions of the SMT03 signal generator. A VXI test
system (digital tester) is used to supply the low speed control inputs for the chip. An Agilent
Infiniium 54853A digital storage scope is used to observe the (multiplexed) inputs of the TDC
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Figure 5.11: TDC board and test setup.
while an Agilent 1680AD logic analyzer monitors OPCLK as well as the digital outputs.
5.5 Experimental Results
The TDC chip has been tested in order to estimate its performance characteristics. The testing
includes estimating the actual LSB of the TDC and its INL at different operating frequencies.
Estimating the average LSB is based on finding the delay range that corresponds to full range
TDC output codes. This is done by adjusting the delays of the VCDLs at the TDC inputs and
finding the largest (negative) INP delay (with respect to REF) that results in all output codes
being equal to 0s and the smallest (positive) INP delay that results in all output codes being 63.
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Figure 5.12: Measured INL of the TDC at 1GSa/s and 1.25GSa/s.
The difference between these two delays is the full range delay and corresponds to 62 LSBs (64 -
the two over-range bins, 0 and 63). Measurements show that the full range delay is 180ps which
corresponds to an LSB of 2.9ps. This result indicates that the chip operates on a slower than
typical process split. The average output code for zero input delay is 30.887. This translates to a
TDC delay measurement range between -89.6 and +90.4ps.
In order to estimate the accuracy of delay measurements, the INL of the TDC is measured
using code density test with ramp input. Given that the VCDLs at the inputs of the TDC have a
region that exhibits a high degree of linearity, the ramp input is set to operate in that region. The
slope of the ramp is set to produce an average of 200 samples per bin with a decimation ratio
of 64 (corresponding to 12,800 samples per bin at full rate). Figure 5.12 shows the measured
INL of the TDC at sampling frequencies of 1GSa/s and 1.25GSa/s. For both frequencies the
maximum INL is -4.43 LSB. The figure also shows that the INL increases slightly when going
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from 1GSa/s to 1.25GSa/s. When the input frequency increases to 1.3GSa/s, the TDC starts to
fail by producing the output code 42 in unexpected locations of the output sequence. In gray
coding, code 42 is represented by all 1s, indicating that the clock input to the ROM goes into
evaluation too early before the outputs of some of the arbiters are produced. The fact that this
happens for some codes and not the others (at 1.3GSa/s) indicates that the arbiters responsible
for generating the output code are experiencing increased delays due to metastability. From
these tests, it is concluded that the maximum conversion rate of the TDC is 1.25GSa/s. It should
be noted that this result is in agreement with the previous conclusion that the tested TDC chip
operates on a slower-than-typical process split. At 1.8V supply, the TDC consumes 85mA at
1GSa/s and 110mA at 1.25GSa/s, out of which 30mA are consumed as static current by the DVC
blocks of the DCDEs. This leaves much room for power reduction if the sizes of the transistors
in the DVC blocks are adjusted for that purpose.
The large negative INL indicates that the TDC has a number of consecutive missing codes
in its transfer characteristics. This is illustrated by the code density histograms in Figure 5.13.
The 1GSa/s histogram shows that there is a set of 13 codes that never appear in the output of the
TDC. Additionally, another set of codes appear in the output but with a very low density. These
missing and “weak” codes are replaced by other “dominant” codes. The code density histogram
for a conversion rate of the 1.25GSa/s shows a similar pattern, however at this higher rate some
of the weak codes never appear at the TDC output, giving a total of 17 missing codes.
In order to understand the source of the high INL, a number of possibilities were explored.
The fact that the number of missing codes increased when going from 1GSa/s to 1.25GSa/s
suggests that the non-linearity could be related to the operating frequency of the TDC. For that
reason, the TDC was tested at a number of different frequencies down to 10MHz. No signif-
icant differences in the INL or the number of missing codes were observed. When operating
at 1.25GSa/s, the TDC is effectively being pushed towards its performance limit. Under such
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Figure 5.13: Code density histograms for the TDC at (a) 1GSa/s and (b) 1.25GSa/s.
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circumstances, an increase in the TDC’s non-linearity is expected and the disappearance of the
“weak” codes is one possible manifestation of that. This analysis rules out the possibility of a
relationship between the missing codes and the operating frequency. Similar testing indicated
that the input supply voltage can not be the source of the high non-linearity. Another possibil-
ity is the presences of systematic errors in the design or the layout of the TDC or the presence
of localized supply noise or crosstalk in some areas of the design. Testing four different chips
showed that all of them experience the same general pattern (some missing codes, some weak
codes, and some dominant codes). However, none of the four test chips had the exact same code
density characteristics.
This discussion leaves only the possibility of device mismatch which is a common source of
non-linearity in ADCs and TDCs. In order to verify this hypothesis, a behavioral model of the
TDC was developed. The model is based on the work presented in [24, 34] and incorporates the
random variations in the DCDE delays as well as the offsets of the arbiters. These estimates were
obtained using Monte Carlo mismatch analysis2. The model also incorporates an estimate of the
TDC jitter that was obtained using the methodology presented in [29]. The standard deviation
of the DCDE delays was estimated to range from 2ps for the DCDE with the smallest delay up
to 4ps for the DCDE with the largest delay. The arbiter offset was estimated to have a standard
deviation of 1.67ps and the jitter was estimated to have an rms value of 0.24ps. Figure 5.14 shows
an example code density histogram created using this model. Clearly, the histogram resembles
those obtained from measurements which verifies that mismatch between the delay elements as
well as arbiter offsets are the main sources of the high INL for this TDC. This example has 19
missing codes and an INL of -5.1 LSB.
In order to demonstrate using the TDC for delay measurements, it has been used to measure
gaussian and sinusoidal jitter and the measurement results were compared to those obtained
2The models used for this analysis were not available at the time of designing the TDC.
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Figure 5.14: Example code density histogram obtained using TDC model.
from the scope. Jitter was induced by connecting a noise or sinusoidal signal to Vinp while
keeping Vref at a constant DC voltage. Figure 5.15 shows these results for the noise input and
Figure 5.16 shows the results for the sinusoidal input. As shown in Figure 5.15, for the noise
input, scope measurements indicate peak-peak and rms jitter values of 127 and 17.83ps. For the
TDC, these values are measured at 1GSa/s to be 40 and 6.32LSB which are equivalent to 116 and
18.33ps (LSB is 2.9ps), respectively. For sinusoidal jitter, results shown in Figure 5.16 indicate
peak-peak and rms jitter values of 136 and 46ps using the scope compared to 125 (43LSB) and
43.36ps (15.3LSB) using the TDC at 1GSa/s.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a high-conversion rate TDC for real-time on-chip delay measurement has been
proposed. The design is based on the true flash architecture commonly used for ADCs. Experi-
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mental results demonstrate a conversion rate as high as 1.25GSa/s in 0.18µm CMOS technology.
Although, the measured LSB of the design is 2.9ps, accuracy is limited by the mismatch
between the different signal paths in the design as well comparator offsets. Improving the design
through calibration techniques has the potential for improving the accuracy of the design while
maintaining the high-conversion rate advantage.
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Peak−Peak = 40 LSB
STD = 6.319 LSB
(b)
Figure 5.15: Gaussian jitter measurement using (a) the scope and (b) the TDC running at 1GSa/s.
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Peak−peak = 43 LSB
STD = 15.295 LSB
(b)
Figure 5.16: Sinusoidal jitter measurement using (a) the scope and (b) the TDC running at
1GSa/s.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, it has been demonstrated that it is feasible to design and implement circuit and
architectural techniques that can be used to address some of the emerging timing issues in modern
VLSI technology. With precise and accurate timing of digital signals, such techniques help in
the design and characterization of performance critical digital systems.
Testing high-performance pipelined datapaths using slow-speed testers has been illustrated
experimentally using a DLL-based approach for on-chip clock timing. The design achieves a
timing resolution of 52.9ps in 0.18µm CMOS technology. Using the closed-loop feature of the
DLL allows the clock timing circuit itself to be testable.
In order to achieve much higher resolution than can be offered by a basic delay element, a
DCDE has been proposed and its accuracy and linearity has been verified experimentally. In-
finitesimally small delay steps have also been demonstrated, which can be exploited by many
applications.
A possible application that can benefit from such precision is phase alignment for clock
deskewing and other application. With the high resolution of the DCDE used, the precision is
limited by the accuracy of the phase detector, which is a strong function of PVT conditions. It
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has been demonstrated that a phase aligner can achieve high accuracy using the proposed DCDE
and a PVT tolerant phase detector that uses redundancy. The design is fully autonomous and
achieves a sub-2ps resolution in the same technology.
In order to achieve high-precision real-time measurement of skew and jitter, an implementa-
tion of the flash architecture for TDCs has been demonstrated. The design achieves a maximum
conversion rate of 1.25GSa/s. With a 2.5ps LSB, the design suffers from high non-linearity due
to mismatch between the DCDEs and sampling offset of the arbiters. Having demonstrated the
feasibility of achieving high conversion rate, additional design and calibration techniques need
to be implemented in order to improve the converter’s linearity and precision.
There are many aspects of the work presented in this thesis that can prompt future work on
the same areas. Some of these include:
1. Implementing the pipeline testing methodology using an all-digital DLL that benefits from
the precision offered by the DCDE and APD. This will not only improve the design’s
precision, but will make the testing of the clock-timing circuit much easier to perform in a
digital system.
2. Modifying the design of the DCDE in order to reduce its static power consumption. This
can be done by proper sizing of the transistors in the DVC block.
3. Implementing the DCDE by adjusting the delay in both stages of the design. This arrange-
ment will allow wider delay adjustment range with smaller total absolute delays. This can
be beneficial in reducing the number of stages needed to achieve a certain number of steps
and hence reduce the non-linearity due to mismatch.
4. Exploring techniques for improving the linearity of the TDC. These can include circuit
techniques for reducing offset and mismatch (e.g smaller absolute delays, redundancy in
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the arbiters) or calibration and correction techniques (e.g. code re-ordering, linearity cor-
rection and offset cancelation).
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